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6455298 AVA GARDNER: The Secret Conversations. With Peter Evans. Faithfully recording Ava's reminiscences in this book, Peter Evans describes their late-night conversations when Ava, after drinking and unable to sleep, was at her most candid. So candid, in fact, that when she read her own words, she halted the book. Only now could this memoir be published. Photos. 293 pages. S&S. Pub. at $26.00 $5.95

3561275 SALLY RIDE: America's First Woman in Space. By Lynn Sherr. Drawing from diaries, files, and letters, the author tells the incredible story of Sally Ride, the first American woman in space. Chronicling a life that intersected with revolutionary social and scientific changes in America, Sherr also sheds light on Ride's scrupulously guarded personal life. 24 pages of photos. 374 pages. S&S. Pub. at $28.00 $3.95

4523091 JOHN MARSHALL: The Chief Justice Who Saved the Nation. By Harlow Giles Unger. Reveals how Virginia-born John Marshall emerged from the Revolutionary War's bloodied battlefields to become one of the nation's most important Founding Fathers. America's greatest Chief of Justice, he transformed the Supreme Court from an irrelevant appeals court into a powerful branch of government. Illus. 374 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $27.99 $7.95

7577821 THE GIRL: A Life in the Shadow of Roman Polanski. By Samantha Geimer et al. In this searing and surprising memoir, Geimer, “the girl” at the center of the infamous Roman Polanski sexual assault case, breaks a virtual thirty-five-year silence to tell her story and reflect on the events of that day and their lifelong repercussions. Photos. 265 pages. Atria. Pub. at $26.00 $4.95

5703913 BORN TO BE KING: Prince Charles on Planet Windsor. By Catherine Mayer. Prince Charles has spent his entire life preparing to be king while insisting on being his own man. Here he emerges as a complex character driven by a painful past, a questing intellect, and a king-in-waiting driven to reshape the monarchy while working toward high ideals. Photos, some color. 258 pages. Holt. Pub. at $28.00 $4.95

3667707 WHAT REALLY HAPPENED: John Edwards, Our Daughter, and Me. By Rielle Hunter. The author offers an extremely personal account to her relationship with John Edwards: the facts of how they actually met; how their accidental love started and escalated; what it was like to fall in love with a married man who decided to run for president; the surprise of becoming pregnant during the campaign; and more. Photos. 247 pages. BenBella. Pub. at $24.95 $4.95


782588X ALL IS GRACE. By Brennan Manning with J. Blase. On April 27, 1934, a little boy was born who grew up to become a vagabond evangelist in patchwork pants, fiercely daring us to believe a line too good to be true: God loves you as you are and not as you should be. Here Manning tells the story of his life—his failures and graces so many fear. Book Club Edition. Photos. 240 pages. David C Cook. $2.95

4542223 THE TIME OF MY LIFE: A Righteous Brother’s Memoir. By Bill Medley with M. Marino. Capturing the intersection of soul, R&B, and rock in the 1960s, Medley’s unforgettable memoir offers an unvarnished look at his personal triumphs and tragedies as one of the Righteous Brothers, extracted from five decades of musical, television, motion picture, and live performance success. 16 pages of photos. 228 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $26.99 $6.95

5180372 LINCOLN’S BODY: A Cultural History. By Richard Wightman Fox. With commendable scholarship, rare insight, and engaging prose, Fox delivers a unique and monumental look at the physical appearance of America’s most beloved president, examining how a leader so ungainly in body and downright “ugly” in aspect came to mean so much to his people. Photos. 416 pages. Norton. Pub. at $28.95 $5.95
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★5762618 THE BRUEGELS: Lives and Works in 500 Images. By Nigel Rodgers. Features the history of Peter Bruegel the Elder, who was one of the world’s most original innovators, and who founded what became a dynasty of painters who continued his style, often with only minor variations for almost a century after his death. Included is a wide-ranging gallery of over 500 works by the Bruegel family. 256 pages. 48 color. Lorenz. 8⅛x11¼. Import. Pub. at $35.00 SOLD OUT $26.95

4559606 JOHN SINGER SARGENT: Painting Friends. Ed. by Sarah Ruddick. Fascinating selection of over thirty of the artist’s portraits of his circle of associates—artists, writers, actors and musicians. Beautifully reproduced, the selection includes portraits from major international public and private collections, along with insight into Sargent’s life and work. 45 illus. in color. 96 pages. Shira. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $24.95

3553124 GOYA. By Robert Hughes. Turns a critical eye on one of art history’s most compelling, enigmatic, and important figures, Francisco Jose de Goya y Lucientes. Reveals the story of an artist whose life and work bridged the transition from the 18th-century reign of the old masters to the early days of the 19th-century moderns. Illus., many color. 450 pages. Knopf. Paperback. Pub. at $49.95 $39.95

★4573951 BANKSY: The Man Behind the Wall. By Will Ellsworth-Jones. While hiding from the limelight, Banksy has made himself into one of the world’s best-known living artists. In this first full-scale investigation of the artist, the author pieces together the story of Banksy, building up a picture of the man and the world in which he operates. 16 pages of photos. 322 pages. Aurum. 5⅞x8½. Paperback Import. $6.95

7584241 CRAYONSTONE: The Life and Work of Bolton Brown. By Clinton Adams. Presents a detailed, informative, and fascinating account of a “sensitive, opinionated, brilliant, difficult, and very complex man,” who became an unequaled craftsman in the art of crayonstone, a painter of ability, and a writer of importance. Illus., some color, 266 pages. UNMP. 8⅛x10¼. Pub. at $75.00 SOLD OUT

DVD 1880306 ALBERTO GIACOMETTI: Artists of the 20th Century. An artist whose exploration of minimalism left a powerful mark on 20th-century modern art. Alberto Giacometti’s life and work is celebrated in this definitive biographical film, presented alongside a gallery of his greatest works. 50 minutes. Kultur. Pub. at $19.99

DVD 1880673 MUNCH: The Post-Impressionists. Fullscreen. Best known for his 1893 masterpiece The Scream, Norwegian artist Edvard Munch is profiled in this fascinating program. Charting his path from bleak madness to a bohemian existence, it also explores the influences of Post-Impressionist masters on his work. 50 minutes. Kultur. Pub. at $19.99

4574249 KESU: The Art and Life of Doug Cranmer. By Jennifer Kramer et al. Provides a record of the life, work and influence of Doug Cranmer, among the best known practitioners of Kwakwaka'wakw art of America’s Northwest Coast. Interweaves recollections from friends and family, facts about Cranmer’s life, and photographs of his most stunning creations. 142 pages. UWAP. 8⅛x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $34.95 SOLD OUT $29.95
5758338 BLACK BOY: A Record of Childhood and Youth. By Richard Wright. Wright’s powerful account of his journey from innocence to experience in the Jim Crow South. It is at once an unflinching confessional, a profoundly moving and disturbing record of social injustice and human suffering. 438 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $10.00 $3.95

5796245 SHOWDOWN: Thurgood Marshall and the Supreme Court Nomination That Changed America. By Wil Haygood. He brought down the separate-but-equal doctrine, integrated schools, and not only fought for human rights and human dignity but also made them impossible to deny. In this stunning biography, Haygood details the court career of Thurgood Marshall, one of the most transformative legal minds of the past century. 404 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $32.50 $7.95

7558902 THE BUTLER: A Witness to History. By Wil Haygood. Charts the life of Eugene Allen, the White House butler who served no fewer than eight presidents, from Harry Truman to Ronald Reagan, and whose story inspired the film Lee Daniels’ The Butler. Includes a foreword by Daniels, plus an essay exploring the history of black images in film. 32 pages of photos. most color. 96 pages. Atria. Pub. at $18.00 $4.95

577005X AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF DAVY CROCKETT. Ed. by Stephen Brennan. Based on Davy Crockett’s own writings, this is the true story of one of America’s most iconic historical figures. Reveals from his earliest days as a boy to his days as a scout during the War of 1812, and from his fights with Andrew Jackson over the Indian Removal Act of 1830 to his death at the Alamo. Illus. 201 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

3583961 THE MAN WHO NEVER DIED: The Life, Times, and Legacy of Joe Hill, American Labor Icon. By Michael Wallis. On his 100th anniversary, this is a comprehensive look at the remarkable transformation from itinerant and anonymous immigrant to world-renowned bard of the working class, labor icon, and legend. Reviving the spirit of his age and providing a fresh perspective on contemporary labor issues and events, this is the essential American story, told true. Photos. 435 pages. Bloomsbury. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $4.95

3610020 DIARY OF A DA: The True Story of the Prosecutor Who Took on the Mob, Fought Corruption, and Won. By Herbert J. Stern. Stern is commander of the case that is now the subject of the Showtime series The People v. O.J. Simpson and the history of the United States. This is a rare look inside his world as a federal prosecutor and how he and his equally dedicated colleagues successfully prosecuted government officials and blackened the eye of organized crime. 16 pages of photos. 357 pages. Source. Pub. at $29.95 $3.95

5571456 BUFFALO BILL’S LIFE STORY. By William F. Cody. Originally published in 1879. Buffalo Bill shares his life story as he wanted it told—a unique story of a frontiersman, a scout, and a legend. Here are his thoughts on falling in love, becoming a millionaire, the origin of his nickname, and his move from the Western Plains to a traveling stage. Illus. 365 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

6509444 HIT ME! Fighting the Las Vegas Mob by the Numbers. By b. Gomes & J. Bonasigina. In 1970s Las Vegas, Dennis Gomes was the youngest division chief in Gaming Control Board history. Gomes capped off his tenure with the famous bust of the Stardust skin, portrayed in the book and movie Casino. This is Gomes’s crime-fighting story, as told with his daughter. Photos. 267 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $26.95 $6.95


5788887 BLACK JUDGES ON JUSTICE: Perspectives from the Bench. By Linn Washington. Presents the views of leading African American judges on the way our judicial system works. From these interviews with judges, this is a wide-ranging range of outspoken views and often surprising insights on justice and racial prejudice in America. Features Leon Higginbotham, Constance Baker Motley, Bruce Wright, and others. 265 pages. Gaither. Сharles River. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $3.95


5773733 THE LIFE OF GEORGE WASHINGTON. By John Marshall. Originally published in 1857. This biography covers every major event in Washington’s personal life and in his public role as a founding father, including his childhood, his early career, his marriage to Martha, the crossing of the Delaware, the treason of Benedict Arnold, his death, and more. 579 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $3.95


1853333 PAUL ROBESON: A Watched Man. By Jordan Goodman. Having won fame as a singer and actor, Paul Robeson was a vocal supporter of the Civil Rights movement, traveling the world to spread a message of peace, human rights, and the Shattering of the Color Line in New York. This revisionist biography, Wallis casts a fresh look at the suffering veteran who killed Kyle. Photos. 16 pages of illus. 380 pages. Norton. Pub. at $27.95 $7.95

4634462 DAVID CROCKETT: The Lion of the West. By Michael Wallis. One of the most famous historical figures in American history, David Crockett has been subject to much debate and mythologizing. In this revisionist biography, Wallis casts a fresh look at the flesh and blood man behind the legend, providing a three-dimensional portrait of the famed pioneer. 16 pages of illus. 380 pages. Norton. Pub. at $16.95 $5.95

4603788 DAVID CROCKETT: The Lion of the West. By Michael Wallis. One of the most famous historical figures in American history, David Crockett has been subject to much debate and mythologizing. In this revisionist biography, Wallis casts a fresh look at the flesh and blood man behind the legend, providing a three-dimensional portrait of the famed pioneer. 16 pages of illus. 380 pages. Norton. Pub. at $16.95 $5.95

5812488 ONE RIGHTEOUS MAN: Samuel Battle and the Shattering of the Color Line in New York. By Arthur Browne. Fearlessly claiming his rights, Samuel Battle broke the color line as New York City’s first black mayor. As a result of a long four-decade odyssey that is both the story of one man’s courageous dedication to racial progress and a harbinger of the divisions between police and the people they serve that plague twenty-first-century America. Photos. 318 pages. Beacon. Pub. at $27.95 $6.95

1814254 BRADLEY: Great Generals Series. By Alan Axlerod. With insight and skilful attention to detail, the author reveals the important legacy of Omar Bradley, the first general of the United States Army to achieve the rank of five-star and the largest field command in history and who remains the model for all commanders today. Photos. 204 pages. Palgrave. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

5782570 FREDERICK DOUGLASS. By Charles Chesnutt. "Circumstances made Frederick Douglass a slave," but they could not "tear him from becoming a free man and a leader among mankind." A thoughtful and admiring account of a great man, this is essential reading for students of African American history and anyone interested in the history of the civil rights movement. 65 pages. Dover. Paperback. Pub. at $4.95

5812488 ONE RIGHTEOUS MAN: Samuel Battle and the Shattering of the Color Line in New York. By Arthur Browne. Fearlessly claiming his rights, Samuel Battle broke the color line as New York City’s first black mayor. As a result of a long four-decade odyssey that is both the story of one man’s courageous dedication to racial progress and a harbinger of the divisions between police and the people they serve that plague twenty-first-century America. Photos. 318 pages. Beacon. Pub. at $27.95 $6.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/967
"Billy" Bulger, former president of the State Senate, and his brother FBI's second most wanted man, after Osama bin Laden. Photos. James "Whitey" Bulger, a vicious and violent criminal who was on the Corrupted Boston for a Quarter Century.

7630522
Pub. at $20.00
Photos. 302 pages.

JAMES & DOLLEY MADISON: America's First Power Couple. By Bruce Chadwick. Using a recently uncovered trove of letters, this revealing new portrait of James and Dolley Madison reconstructs the details of their personal and political lives, revealing a couple whose time together contributed so much to the future course of our nation. Illus. 452 pages. Prometheus. Pub. at $24.95

6.95
Paperbound.

EMPERORS, KINGS & QUEENS. By Sony Newland. Delving into the complex network of royal relationships woven by the Emperors, Tsars, Kings and Queens of Europe since the 17th century, this expansive and beautifully illustrated volume takes the reader on an illustrated tour of the nature of their relationships and the impact felt by such alliances. Fully illus., most in color. 200 pages. Star Fire. 11¾x11¼. Import.

5748836
CHARLIE WILSON'S WAR. By George Crile. The untold true story of a whiskey swilling, skirt chasing, scandal prone congressman from Texas, and how he conspired with a rogue CIA to launch the biggest and most successful covert operation in U.S. history. 399 pages. Grove. Pub. at $24.95

5740362

5746835
AT HOME WITH HENRY VIII: His Life, His Wives, His Palaces. By Rose Shepherd. This beautifully bound volume reveals the day to day life of Henry VIII and his wives, the court, the architecture, graces, foods and more. A fascinating look at a man driven by private passions and by the need to control the constant power struggles among his courtiers. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. Ryland Peters & Small. 7½x9½. Pub. at $24.95

5731798
PITY FOR THE GUY: A Biography of Guy Fawkes. By George Crile. Reveals the untold true story of a whiskey swilling, skirt chasing, scandal prone congressman from Texas, and how he conspired with a rogue CIA to launch the biggest and most successful covert operation in U.S. history. 399 pages. Grove. Pub. at $24.95

$7.95
Paperback.

KISSINGER, 1923-1968: The Idealist. By Nicholas de Claris. Drawing on his secret tapes and documents, many declassified in the past two years, Weiner presents a devastating portrait of a tortured and tormented man, showing how, in Nixon's mind, the conflict in Vietnam and the creation of Watergate were one war fought on two fronts. 370 pages. Holt. Pub. at $30.00

$6.95

LEON TROTSKY: An Illustrated Introduction. Text by Tariq Ali and Phil Evans trace Leon Trotsky's political career from prison to the pinnacle of revolutionary power to his eventual exile and murder by Stalin. Fully illus. 173 pages. Haymarket. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00

$4.95

(406)322-5771
THE GREATEST COMEBACK: How Richard Nixon Rose from Defeat to Create the New Majority. By Patrick J. Buchanan. This firsthand account written by one of Nixon's closest advisors and a retired thirty-seventh president and a fascinating account of one of the most remarkable American political comeback stories of the twentieth century. 16 pages of photos. 392 pages. Crown.

569955X
$6.95
Paperback.

5493932
ONE MAN AGAINST THE WORLD: The Tragedy of Richard Nixon. By Tim Weiner. Here is the first history President Richard Nixon wrote himself, a gripping account of his secret tapes and documents, many declassified in the past two years. Weiner presents a devastating portrait of a tortured and tormented man, showing how, in Nixon's mind, the conflict in Vietnam and the creation of Watergate were one war fought on two fronts. 370 pages. Holt. Pub. at $30.00

$6.95

7590419
COMANDANTE: Hugo Chavez's Venezuela. By Rory Carroll. Venezuelan leader Hugo Chavez has been compared to Napoleon, Nelson Mandela, and Castro before him, but in The New York Times he has never been a leader like him. Based on interviews with ministers, aides, courtiers, and citizens, Carroll reveals the walls of Miraflores Palace to tell the tale of Chavez's life and his political journey in Caracas. Book Club. Photos. Penguin. Orig. Pub. at $27.95

$2.95

5772761
DINNER WITH CHURCHILL: Policy-Making at the Dinner Table. By Cita Stelzer. Drawing on previously untrampled material, diaries of guests, and several other sources, Stelzer weaves an eloquent narrative of Churchill's dinner-table diplomacy. She pulls up a chair at some of the key dinners from before, during, and after WWII to give us a rare window into hisersharp brilliance. Illus. 338 pages. S&S. Paperbound.

$5.95

THE JEW WHO DEFEATED HITLER: Henry Morgenthau Jr., FDR, and How We Won the War. By Peter Moreira. When the fate of global democracy was at stake, an improbable hero came to the fore—Secretary of the Treasury Henry Morgenthau Jr. Defensing America's war effort, Moreira reveals how Morgenthau worked the world's greatest economic program to defeat Nazis. Photos. 348 pages. Prometheus. Pub. at $25.00

9.55
Paperbound.

THE BROTHERS BULGER: How They Terrorized and Made Sure It Glowed Even During the Revolution's Darkest Hours. By Ira Stoll. In this stirring biography, Samuel Adams joins the first tier of founding fathers, a rank he has long deserved. With eloquence equal to that of Thomas Jefferson and Tom Paine, Adams helped ignite the flame of liberty and made sure it glowed even during the Revolution's darkest hours. Illus. 338 pages. Free Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

$3.95

5797593
SAMUEL ADAMS: A Life. By Ira Stoll. In this stirring biography, Samuel Adams joins the first tier of founding fathers, a rank he has long deserved. With eloquence equal to that of Thomas Jefferson and Tom Paine, Adams helped ignite the flame of liberty and made sure it glowed even during the Revolution's darkest hours. Illus. 338 pages. Free Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

$3.95

5541174
IBN SAUD: The Desert Warrior Who Created the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. By M. Darlow & B. Bray. Biography of the warrior politician who founded Saudi Arabia in 1932 and turned it into one of the world’s most powerful nations. Between 1930 and 1939 he fought and won a series of astonishing military victories over a succession of enemies much more powerful than himself, transforming himself from a minor sheik into a revered king and elder statesman courted by world leaders. Photos. 598 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

9.95
Paperback.


$4.95

535528X
JAMES & DOLODY MADISON: America's First Power Couple. By Bruce Chadwick. Using a recently uncovered trove of letters, this revealing new portrait of James and Dolley Madison reconstructs the details of their personal and political lives, revealing a couple whose time together contributed so much to the future course of our nation. Illus. 452 pages. Prometheus. Pub. at $24.95

$6.95
Paperbound.

5577512
TRAIGHTER: The Secret Lives of the Kennedys. By Jon Meacham. In this revelatory biography, Meacham reveals a riveting portrait of the Kennedy family, a family driven by private passions and by the need to control the constant power struggles among its courtiers. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. Ryland Peters & Small. 7½x9½. Pub. at $24.95

$9.95

5740362
WINSTON CHURCHILL REPORTING: Adventures of a Young War Correspondent. By Simon Read. Combat, clipping whiskey: from the jungles of Cuba and the mountains of the Northwest Frontier, to the banks of the Nile and the plains of South Africa, comes this action-packed tale of Winston Churchill’s adventures as a war correspondent in the age of empire. Photos. 309 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $29.95

$7.95
Paperback.

(406)322-5771
THE GREATEST COMEBACK: How Richard Nixon Rose from Defeat to Create the New Majority. By Patrick J. Buchanan. This firsthand account written by one of Nixon's closest advisors and a retired thirty-seventh president and a fascinating account of one of the most remarkable American political comeback stories of the twentieth century. 16 pages of photos. 392 pages. Crown.

$6.95
Paperback.

576955X
KISSINGER, 1923-1968: The Idealist. By Niall Ferguson. Drawing not only on Kissinger’s hitherto closed private papers but also on documents from the archives of 100 countries around the world, Ferguson reveals the truth behind the reviled and revered American statesman. In the first of two volumes, he shows that what Kissinger achieved before his appointment as Richard Nixon’s national security advisor was accomplished in his own right. 896 pages. Penguin. Orig. Pub. at $39.95

$8.95

5493932
ONE MAN AGAINST THE WORLD: The Tragedy of Richard Nixon. By Tim Weiner. Here is the first history President Richard Nixon wrote himself, a gripping account of his secret tapes and documents, many declassified in the past two years. Weiner presents a devastating portrait of a tortured and tormented man, showing how, in Nixon's mind, the conflict in Vietnam and the creation of Watergate were one war fought on two fronts. 370 pages. Holt. Pub. at $30.00

$6.95

(406)322-5771
THE GREATEST COMEBACK: How Richard Nixon Rose from Defeat to Create the New Majority. By Patrick J. Buchanan. This firsthand account written by one of Nixon's closest advisors and a retired thirty-seventh president and a fascinating account of one of the most remarkable American political comeback stories of the twentieth century. 16 pages of photos. 392 pages. Crown.

$6.95
Paperback.
See more titles at erhbc.com/967

5709414  NAPOLEON: A Life. By Andrew Roberts. The first single-volume, single-source account of Napoleon's 33,000 surviving letters, which radically transform our understanding of his character and motivation. Providing fresh insights into Napoleon's leadership style and decision making, Roberts at last provides a history worthy of its subject: magisterial, insightful, and beautifully written. 32 pages of color illus. 926 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00 $13.95

5734762  NAPOLEON: A Life. By Andrew Roberts. The first single-volume, cradle to grave biography to take advantage of Napoleon's 33,000 surviving letters, which radically transform our understanding of his character and motivation. Providing fresh insights into Napoleon's leadership style and decision making, Roberts at last provides a history worthy of its subject: magisterial, insightful, and beautifully written. 32 pages of color illus. 926 pages. Viking. Pub. at $45.00 $14.95

4570963  MY FATHER, MY PRESIDENT: A Personal Account of the Life of George H.W. Bush. By Doris Bush Koch. Distilled by its many first-person accounts, rare family photos, and personal memories told by Barbara Bush and the President, this intimate biography illuminates a richly layered life guided by family, faith, and friendship by the sixth child and only surviving daughter of George H. and Barbara Bush. 56 pages of photos. 668 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $35.00 $6.95

4543734  THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF BENJAMIN FRANKLIN. Originally published in the late 18th century, this is the story of one of America’s most familiar and beloved figures. The definitive edition, Franklin delivers his own ruminations in sections like Parentage and Boyhood; Self-Education; Common-sense in War Matters; and more. 202 pages. Chartwell. $9.95

7665563  THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF ELEANOR ROOSEVELT. First published in 1937, this is a self-portrait biography contributing to our understanding of Roosevelt's own self-portrait no biography can match for its candor and liveliness, wisdom, tolerance, and breadth of view. It is an honest self-portrait of one of the great humanitarians of our time. 454 pages. Harper/Perennial. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $11.95


5796419  THE NEW TSAR: The Rise and Reign of Vladimir Putin. By Steven Lee Myers. In this gripping narrative of Putin's rise to power, Myers recounts the Russian president's origins, from his childhood of abject poverty in Leningrad to his ascent through the ranks of the KGB, and his eventual consolidation of rule in the Kremlin. Photos. 572 pages. Vintage. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.00 $13.95

3842259  THE NEW TSAR: The Rise and Reign of Vladimir Putin. By Steven Lee Myers. In this gripping narrative of Putin's rise to power, Myers recounts the Russian president's origins, from his childhood of abject poverty in Leningrad to his ascent through the ranks of the KGB, and his eventual consolidation of rule in the Kremlin. Photos. 572 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $32.50 $21.95

7624069  ELIZABETH THE QUEEN: The Life of a Modern Monarch. By Sally Bedell Smith. Drawing on a decade's worth of interviews and never before revealed documents, the acclaimed biographer pulls back the curtain to show in intimate detail the public and private lives of Queen Elizabeth II: the lively personality, sense of humor, and canny intelligence with which she meets both world and family obligations. Book Club Edition. Photos, many in color. 663 pages. Random. Orig. Pub. at $33.95 $7.95

5739985  WADE HAMPTON III. By Robert K. Ackerman. Provides the most balanced and comprehensive portrayal of Wade Hampton III to date. Ackerman’s biography explores the remarkable abilities and tragic failings of the planter-statesman who would come to personify the Civil War and Reconstruction in South Carolina. 341 pages. USC Press. Pub. at $33.95 $7.95

5829216  THE MYTHOLOGY OF RICHARD III. By John Ashdown-Hill. After the discovery of the skeleton of Richard III under a Leicester car park, currently surrounded by his life and who lived on unprecedented heights. Ashdown-Hill’s research was instrumental in the discovery of Richard III’s remains, and he explores and unravels the web of myths in this fascinating work. 180 pages of color illus. 32 pages. Amherst. Paperback/Import. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

1835440  MATTIRARCH: Queen Mary and the House of Windsor. By Anne Edwards. Originally published in 1984, Queen Mary, mother of two kings, grandmother of the current queen, and a lasting symbol of the majesty of the British throne, is the subject of this classic. National Book Critics Circle Award. 527 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

5781727  PALMERSTON: A Biography. By David Brown. A comprehensive biography of the charismatic Lord Palmerston, a grand and fascinating figure in Victorian politics who became foreign secretary, prime minister and one of the defining figures of his age. 16 pages of illus. 573 pages. Yale. Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00 $15.95

**SOLD OUT**

**SOLD OUT**

See more titles at erhbc.com/967
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368 pages. HMH. Pub. at $28.00

the streets of New York, instantly the most famous Irishman in America. was banished to a Tasmanian prison colony, and rose from the ashes in Francis Meagher who helped lead a failed uprising against British rule, dawn of the great Irish American story, with all its twists and triumphs, Who Became an American Hero.

Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00

anarchism is presented here in English. Illus. 201 pages. PM Press.

before escaping in 1901. His account of survival and the merits of police officer, Clement Duval survived his death sentence for 14 years Clement Duval. An infamous French illegalist, propagandist, and as other historical sources, this history follows the controversial rebel icon country by country, from his native Argentina to Mexico. Each essay is focused on a single country and is written by an expert in its history, 306 pages. Duke. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

by the Republic into the greatest empire the world had seen. This is the definitive biography of the man who changed Western history. 771 pages. Penguin. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $26.95

* 5705068 HERBERT HOVER IN THE WHITE HOUSE: The Ordeal of the President. By Charles Rappleye. The untold story of a president and a nation in crisis. Herbert Hoover struggled to respond to the Great Depression and was dismissed as passive and unresponsive. Rappleye draws on fresh sources, including memoirs, diaries and troves of documents written by his cabinet and close advisors to reveal a different Hoover than the often misunderstood president. 16 pages of photos. 254 pages. S&S. Pub. at $32.50

* 5365828 FIRST LADIES: The Wives and Power of America’s Modern First Ladies. By Kate Andersen Brower. Candid and illuminating, this first group biography of the modern first ladies provides an inside look at life at the world’s most powerful address. Discusses the first ladies’ rivalries and friendships with one another, and explores everything from their political causes to their public and private relationships with their husbands. Photos, some in color. 380 pages. Harper. Pub. at $29.95

* 4599179 THE IMMORTAL IRISHMAN: The Irish Revolutionary Who Became an American Hero. By Timothy Egan. Illuminates the dawn of the great Irish American story, with all its twists and triumphs, through the life of one heroic man: the dashing young orator Thomas Francis Meagher who helped lead a failed uprising against British rule, was banished to a Tasmanian prison colony, and rose from the ashes in Francis Meagher who helped lead a failed uprising against British rule, dawn of the great Irish American story, with all its twists and triumphs, Who Became an American Hero.

Paperbound Import. Pub. at $30.00

* 5756856 EDWARD VIII: The Uncrowned King. By Piers Brendon. Drawing on unpublished material, notably correspondence with his most loyal supporter Winston Churchill, Brendon’s biography traces Edward’s (1894-1972) tumultuous public and private life from bright young prince to troubled sovereign, from wartime colonial governor to sad but glittering private life. Color. 323 pages. Lane. Import. Pub. at $24.95

* 5750903 CHURCHILL: The Life. By Max Arthur. Offers a unique, evocative and insightful biographical illustrated biography of the 20th century’s greatest British icon, including rare and previously unpublished images, as well as highlights from the Churchill Papers, family artifacts and the Broadwater Collection of photograph albums, 272 pages. Firefly. Pub. at $44.95

* 5462445 RICHARD IIL: A Ruler and His Reputation. By David Horspool. In a riveting biography of one of England’s most enigmatic and elusive kings, Horspool dispassionately examines the legend as well as the man, uncovering both what we know about Richard and the way that his reputation has been formed and reformed over centuries. Illus. 321 pages. Westview. Import. Pub. at $30.00

* 5710446 THE LIFE OF LOUIS XVI. By John Hardman. This dramatic reassessment of the reign of Louis XVI sheds a bold new light on the man, his actions, his world and his policies, including the king’s support of America’s War of Independence, the intricate working of his court, the disastrous Diamond Necklace Affair and Louis’s famous dash to Varennes. 16 pages of illus. 499 pages. Yale. Pub. at $40.00

* 5951240 VENDETTA: Bobby Kennedy Versus Jimmy Hoffa. By James Neff. From 1957 to 1964, Robert Kennedy and Jimmy Hoffa charneled nearly all of their considerable powers into destroying each other. Here Neff has crafted a heart-pounding epic of crime and punishment, a saga of venom and relentlessness and two men willing to do anything to demolish each other. Photos. 377 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $28.00

* 574508X VENDETTA: Bobby Kennedy Versus Jimmy Hoffa. By James Neff. From 1957 to 1964, Robert Kennedy and Jimmy Hoffa charneled nearly all of their considerable powers into destroying each other. Here Neff has crafted a heart-pounding epic of crime and punishment, a saga of venom and relentlessness and two men willing to do anything to demolish each other. Photos. 377 pages. Back Bay Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

5970301 THE CHAMBERLAIN LITANY: Letters to a Governing Family from Empire to Appeasement. By Peter T. Marsh. Benefet of a mother and with a largely absent father, the children of Joseph Chamberlain, the pivotal British statesman of his day, clung to each other as they grew up, much more so than the other. Here Neff has crafted a heart-pounding epic of crime and punishment, a saga of venom and relentlessness and two men willing to do anything to demolish each other. Photos. 377 pages. Back Bay Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

5929577 PROGRESSIVES AT WAR. By Douglas Brinkley. Highlights two prominent American public figures from the era between the Civil War and WWII, Newton Diehl Baker and William Gibbs McAdoo. Studying their backgrounds, political activities, careers and family lives, Craig provides new insights into a critical period of American political history. 525 pages. Johns Hopkins. Pub. at $59.95

5829599 SCOURGE OF HENRY VIII: The Life of Marie de Guise. By Melanie Clegg. The life of Marie de Guise, Henry VIII’s mother, is retold in this riveting biography. Marie de Guise upon his premature death, was presented with the formidable challenge of winning the support of the Scottish people and protecting their daughter’s threatened birthright, which she did successfully for the next 16 years. 16 pages of illus. 208 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $24.95

5741802 BUSH. By Jean Edward Smith. The most complete account yet of the George W. Bush presidency. Smith’s unbiased biography reveals a self-assured and autonomous leader who has weathered a number of noteworthy credits, but also one who had a critical hand in some of the most devastating crises of recent years, from the rise of ISIS to the economic near-collapse of 2008. Photos. 808 pages. S&S. Pub. at $35.00
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**ELEANOR OF CASTILE: The Shadow Queen.** By Sara Cockrell. Known as the “Shadow Queen,” Eleanor was a dynamic, forceful personality who acted as part of Ferdinand I’s innermost circle of advisors, and successfully accumulated a vast property estate for the English Crown. Here Cockrell reveals the untold story of the remarkable woman behind England’s greatest medieval king, 32 pages of color photos. 416 pages. Amberley. Import. Pub. at $42.00 $29.95

**IMPRUDENT KING: A New Life of Philip II.** By Geoffrey Parker. Drawn on years of research and the recent discovery of over 3,000 documents not read since crossing Philip’s own desk, Parker examines Philip’s long apprenticeship to the throne (his interests: work, sex, and religion) and the major political, military, and personal challenges he faced during his long reign. 32 pages of photos. 438 pages. Yale. Pub. at $40.00 $29.95

**QUEEN ANNE: Patroness of Arts.** By James Anderson Whitt. This comprehensive, interdisciplinary biography richly illustrated with visual and musical examples, sheds new light on the life and reign of Queen Anne (1665-1714) the last Stuart monarch. Illus., some in color. 791 pages. Oxford. Pub. at $39.95 $34.95

**THE COUNTLESS: The Scandalous Life of Francis Villiers, Duchess of York.** By Tim Clarke. Long demonized by historians and subjected to rumor and myth, Frances Villiers’ extraordinary and dramatic life is at last unfurled in full. Clarke skilfully pieces together the truth about the Duchess of York, dispelling many of the assumptions that continue to surround her to this day. 16 pages of color photos. 384 pages. Ameryberley. Import. Pub. at $34.95 $26.95

**GREAT EAGLE: Sultan Mehmed the Conqueror.** By Aylac Ozkan. An extraordinary biography of the famous sultan, Mehmed the Conqueror, who unified and extended the spiritual and military and administrative skills and his organizational and administrative abilities. Photos. 213 pages. Blue Dome. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**A PICTORIAL HISTORY OF HIS LIFE AND TIMES.** Text by Ian S. Wood. Explores the life of the famous British prime minister, with over 3,000 illustrations, and tells the story of his political achievements, and failings. Jeannette convincingly portrays a compelling and rich examination of Herbert Hoover’s character, motivations, and his civilian life in one engrossing account. 486 pages. S&S. Pub. at $30.00 $29.95

**YOUNG ELIZABETH: The Making of the Queen.** By Kate Williams. Offers a lively and poignant look at the Elizabeth a generation before her when she carved out a lasting role for herself amid the changes of the 20th century. Her monarchy would be very different than that of her parents, and its continuing popularity owes much to the intelligence and expansive personality of this remarkable woman. 326 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $28.95 $19.95

**JOAN OF KENT: THE First Princess of Wales.** By Penny Lawrence. Wife of the Black Prince and the mother of Richard II, the first Princess of Wales and the only woman ever to be Princess of Aquitaine, the life of Joan of Kent comes to life in her first major biography. 16 pages of color photos. 320 pages. Amberley. Import. Pub. at $34.95 $24.95

**THE First Princess of Wales.** By Penny Lawrence. Wife of the Black Prince and the mother of Richard II, the first Princess of Wales and the only woman ever to be Princess of Aquitaine, the life of Joan of Kent comes to life in her first major biography. 16 pages of illus. 320 pages. Amberley. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95

**KING JOHN—TREACHERY AND TYRANNY IN MEDIEVAL ENGLAND: The Road to Runnymede.** By Mark Morris. His name is familiar to everyone as the villain from the tales of Robin Hood—greedy, cowardly, despotic, and cruel. But who was the man behind the legend? Here is a compelling portrait of an extraordinary man whose life and character shaped the political world for a century. Includes a full translation of 1215 Magna Carta. Color photos. 382 pages. Pegasus. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95


**THE COUNTESS: The Scandalous Princess of Wales and the Only Woman Ever to Be Princess of Aquitaine.** By Marc Conason. From the dark days of his White House departure to becoming one of the most popular politicians in the world, Bill Clinton has thus far made his post-presidential career unlike any other. Here, Conason describes how it happened, examining Clinton’s achievements, his failures, his motivations, and his struggle to make one of the greatest political comebacks in American history account. 486 pages. S&S. Pub. at $30.00 $19.95
4638948 NAPOLEON’S BRITONS AND THE ST HELENA DECISION. By Paul F. Bruney. Presents a fresh study of Napoleon’s last years as a captive on St Helena. Accessing naval records, regimental archives and private papers Bruney paints a fascinating portrait of Napoleon’s life on the island, and explores the reasoning behind the decision to set him free, and the turbulent relationship in his captors. 16 pages of color photos. 224 pages. History Press. Paperbound Import. $5.95

5770084 BALLS: The Life of Eddie Trager, Gentleman Gangster. By K. Sanz & S.M. Detchle. Chronicles the life of the gentleman gangster who stole from the law and lived to tell the tale. He started his career in Vegas, moved to pre-Castro Cuba, and eventually become a professor, teaching law enforcement and learning everything there was to know about bookmaking and running the scams. 16 pages of photos. 262 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Paper at $14.95

5742959 BEING BERLUSCONI. By Michael Day. This is the story of one of Italy’s most notorious outlaws, a lower-middle class family who rose to become rich and powerful beyond most people’s dreams. But along the way, the tycoon became bogged down by his hubris and sexual obsessions, as well as his flagrant disregard for the law. This examination provides shocking revelations about the final chapters of a notoriety. Photos. 274 pages. $4.95

Palgrave. Pub. at $28.00

4815441 STALIN: New Biography of a Dictator. By Oleg V. Kleevehn. From the author whose knowledge of Soviet-era history far surpasses that of any other scholar, this engrossing biography reconstructs Stalin’s life and fully explores the bloody and indelible mark his crimes left on his Communist empire and the world. Photos. 392 pages. Yale. Paperbound. Paper at $25.00

5778511 GOERING: Hitler’s Iron Knight. By Richard Dery. This chilling biography illuminates the many facets of Hermann Goering’s personality and charts his story from his golden days as Hitler’s most trusted commander to his loss of power after the fall of Britain, his sensational trial at Nuremberg, and his death by suicide on the eve of his execution. Photos. 311 pages. I.B. Tauris. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $18.00 $12.95

5847192 AL CAPONE: His Life, Legacy, and Legend. By Deirdre Bair. From the heyday of gangland to the depths of corruption and despair, this biography focuses on the upperechelon character, devoted patriarch, and explorer the reasoning behind the decision to send him there and his turbulent relationship with his captors. 16 pages of color plates. 1008 pages. Belknap.

4538931 THE KING OF NEPAL: Life Before the Drug Wars. By Joseph R. Pietri. Chronicles a former drug smuggler’s 50 year career in the marijuana trade, its evolution into a multibillion dollar business, and the met al told away, the tycoon became bogged down by his hubris and sexual obsessions, as well as his flagrant disregard for the law. This examination provides shocking revelations about the final chapters of a notoriety. Photos. 274 pages. $4.95

Palgrave. Pub. at $28.00

4815441 STALIN: New Biography of a Dictator. By Oleg V. Kleevehn. From the author whose knowledge of Soviet-era history far surpasses that of any other scholar, this engrossing biography reconstructs Stalin’s life and fully explores the bloody and indelible mark his crimes left on his Communist empire and the world. Photos. 392 pages. Yale. Paperbound. Paper at $25.00

5778511 GOERING: Hitler’s Iron Knight. By Richard Dery. This chilling biography illuminates the many facets of Hermann Goering’s personality and charts his story from his golden days as Hitler’s most trusted commander to his loss of power after the fall of Britain, his sensational trial at Nuremberg, and his death by suicide on the eve of his execution. Photos. 311 pages. I.B. Tauris. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $18.00 $12.95

5847192 AL CAPONE: His Life, Legacy, and Legend. By Deirdre Bair. From the heyday of gangland to the depths of corruption and despair, this biography focuses on the upperechelon character, devoted patriarch, and explore the reasoning behind the decision to send him there and his turbulent relationship with...
**Dictators, Scoundrels & Criminals**

**The Myth of the Lone Genius in the History of Invention**
By David C. Cassidy. More than the life story of Oppenheimer—the brilliant physicist who served as scientific director for the Manhattan Project during World War II—Cassidy tells the story of a man whose family, friends, and adversaries, along with the history of the man credited with inventing the atomic bomb, provide a beguiling saga and curious inconsistencies in our understanding of the history of the Lone inventor striving to achieve a truly singular idea. Fully illus., some in color. 200 pages. Race Point. 8½x10¼. Pub. at $28.00 $9.95

**Not for the Faint-Hearted**
By W. Bernard Carlson. Plenty of biographies glamorize Tesla and his eccentricities, but this groundbreaking work is the first to present a thorough, no-nonsense accounting of the personality of one of the 20th century’s most prodigious and colorful inventors. From his formative years in Europe to the whirlwind electrical age found by Americans, this popular history unspools a story of passion, wealth, and sinister intrigues. In the personality of one of the most revolutionary minds of our time. 16 pages of photos. 632 pages. S&S. Pub. at $29.95 $6.95

**The Truth About Tesla: The Myth of the Lone Genius in the History of Invention**
By David C. Cassidy. More than the life story of Oppenheimer—the brilliant physicist who served as scientific director for the Manhattan Project during World War II—Cassidy tells the story of a man whose family, friends, and adversaries, along with the history of the man credited with inventing the atomic bomb, provide a beguiling saga and curious inconsistencies in our understanding of the history of the Lone inventor striving to achieve a truly singular idea. Fully illus., some in color. 200 pages. Race Point. 8½x10¼. Pub. at $28.00 $9.95


**2716844 THE MILLIONAIRE AND THE Mummies:**
By Andrew Robinson. Despite the efforts of some of Europe’s most intelligent scholars to crack the hieroglyphic code of the Rosetta Stone, it was an impoverished, arrogant and brilliant child of the French Revolution who made the vital breakthrough. Today’s popular history uncovers the story of the man. 272 pages. Oxford. Pub. at $29.95 $6.95

**5733783 TESLA: A Portrait with Masks.** By Vladimir Pitarso. Traces the life of one of the 20th century’s most prodigious and colorful inventors. From his formative years in Europe to the whirlwind electrical age that made him a national celebrity, his biography for the first time extends to the political and social forces that shaped the world in the 20th century. More than the life story of Oppenheimer—the brilliant physicist who served as scientific director for the Manhattan Project during World War II—Cassidy tells the story of a man whose family, friends, and adversaries, along with the history of the man credited with inventing the atomic bomb, provide a beguiling saga and curious inconsistencies in our understanding of the history of the Lone inventor striving to achieve a truly singular idea. Fully illus., some in color. 200 pages. Race Point. 8½x10¼. Pub. at $28.00 $9.95
**5793386** [A SHORT BRIGHT FLASH: Augustin Fresnel and the Birth of the Modern Lighthouse](https://erhbc.com/967). By Theresa Levitt. Brings to life the remarkable story of Augustin Fresnel (1788-1827), a brilliant young man who shocked the scientific elite with a new understanding of the nature of light. The lens he invented made lighthouses blaze many times brighter, farther, and more efficiently than ever before revolutionizing maritime navigation along the Atlantic Coast. 281 pages. Norton. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $5.95

**3557863** **THE SKY IS NOT THE LIMIT: An Adventure of an Astrophysicist.** By Neil deGrasse Tyson. The absorbing story of Tyson’s lifelong fascination with the night sky, a restless wonder that began some 35 years ago on the roof of his Bronx apartment building. This updated memoir includes many photos from the life of one of America’s most recognized scientists. 203 pages. Prometheus. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.99 $5.95

**4614577** **BURYED GLORY: Portraits of Soviet Scientists.** By Istvan Hargittai. Despite featuring some of the most brilliant minds and scientific accomplishments of the 20th century, science in the Soviet Union has been largely neglected in history. These largely anonymous figures and their remarkable achievements are revived here, placed against the tense political backdrop of the Cold War. Photos. 352 pages. Oxford. Pub. at $35.00 $5.95

**1845322** **BRAVE GENIUS: A Scientist, a Philosopher, and Their Daring Adventures from the French Resistance to the Nobel Prize.** By Sean B. Carroll. Drawing on a wealth of previously unknown and unpublished material, this spellbinding biography tells the stories of Francis Crick and Jacques Monod endure the most terrible episode of the 20th century and then blossomed into extraordinarily creative and engaged individuals. Book Club Edition. Photos. 381 pages. Crown. $3.95

**7582985** **GENIUS IN THE SHADOWS: A Biography of Leo Szilard, the Man Behind the Bomb.** By William Lanouette with B. Sizard. Szilard’s story is a chronicle of our century and then blossomed into extraordinarily creative and engaged individuals. 16 pages of photos. 613 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $5.95

**5749777** **BIG SCIENCE: Ernest Lawrence and the Invention That Launched the Military-Industrial Complex.** By Michael Hiltzik. Presents the dramatic story of Ernest Lawrence, one of the most important scientists of the modern age. His invention—the cyclotron—would change the course of scientific research, revolutionize nuclear physics, and pave the way for the atomic bomb. Photos. 24 pages of photos. 352 pages. S&S. Pub. at $30.00 $7.95

**5724090** **ON THE MOVE: A Life.** By Oliver Sacks. The brilliant mind behind [*The Man Who Mistook His Wife for a Hat*](https://erhbc.com/967), and one of North America’s most important natural scientists. Robert Ridgway, the Smithsonian Institution’s first curator of birds and one of Europe’s most brilliant young men who shocked the scientific elite with a new understanding of the nature of light. The lens he invented made lighthouses blaze many times brighter, farther, and more efficiently than ever before revolutionizing maritime navigation along the Atlantic Coast. 281 pages. Norton. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $5.95

**5789523** **RETURN FROM THE NATIVES: How Margaret Mead Won the Second World War and Lost the Cold War.** By Peter Mandler. Part biographical memoir, part cultural history, and part history of the human sciences, this book is a reminder that the Second World War and the Cold War were a clash of cultures, not just ideologies. Photos. 366 pages. Yale. Pub. at $45.00 $4.95

**4583787** **CHARLES FORT: The Man Who Invented the Supernatural.** By Jim Steinmeyer. Chronicles the life of one of the most fascinating and polarizing figures in all of America. He came to be known as “the mad genius of the Bronx,” “the enfant terrible of science,” and the pioneering writer who shaped our view of the paranormal. Photos. 332 pages. Tarcher/Penguin. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95

**5721978** **THE POPE OF PHYSICS: Enrico Fermi and the Birth of the Atomic Age.** By E. Sagre & B. Hoenir. Enrico Fermi, one of the world’s great physicists, made discoveries that changed our world; they led to weapons of mass destruction and conversely to life-saving medical innovations. In [*Fermi: The Enigmatic Anti-Semite*](https://erhbc.com/967), Fermi became a leading figure in America’s most secret project: building the atomic bomb. Photos. 351 pages. Holt. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95

**1991901** **GALLILEO: Christian Encounters.** By Mitch Stokes. Explores Galileo’s role in the Scientific Revolution, and demonstrates how sincere, guiding faith in God. Stokes draws on his expertise in philosophy, logic, math, and science to attune modern ears with Galileo’s controversial genius. 214 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.00 $4.95

**5781969** **WIZARD: The Life and Time of Nikola Tesla—Biography of a Genius.** By Marc J. Seifer. Credited as the inspiration for radio, robots, and even radar, Tesla has been called the patron saint of modern electricity. Based on [*The Original Tesla Papers*](https://erhbc.com/967), this is the definitive biography of the man considered by many to be the founding father of modern electrical technology. 16 pages of photos. 352 pages. Citadel. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95 $16.95


**5869790** **THE WRIGHT BROTHERS.** By David McCullough. Far more than a couple of Dayton bicycle mechanics who happened to hit on success, [*The Wright Brothers*](https://erhbc.com/967) is the intimate, eyewitness account of the Wright brothers’ evolution of airplane flight. McCullough tells the dramatic story of how these courageous brothers taught the world how to fly, and how their sister Katherine played an important role in their flight. Photos. 45 pages of photos. 352 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $12.95

**5843375** **PROF: Alan Turing Decoded.** By Dermot Turing. The codebreaker, mathematician, computer scientist and biologist is given a fresh exegesis in this biography. It presents new, authoritative portraits of Turing. With the unsung WWII hero’s nephew, it considers the influence his life and creativity, and dissects the legend that is now inextricable from the real man. 46 pages of photos. 286 pages. History Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $13.95
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$3.95

3605728 CHARLES DARWIN: Destroyer of Myths. By Andrew Norman. Presents a narrative that looks perspectively at Darwin’s early life, at the influences that shaped him during his university years, and at the formative effect of the famous voyage to the Galapagos in the Beagle that led him to question orthodox views on how the world was created and how humans evolved. 316 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.95

$5.95


$6.95


$4.95

3785014 THE PEARL: The Life and Times of William S. Burroughs. By Ted Morgan. A comprehensive biography of an anti-hero of 20th-century culture, who was at the center of Parisian avant-garde, in love and in the cauldron of its horrors. Photos. 200 pages. FSG. Pub. at $24.00

$8.95

4632591 LITERARY OUTLAW: The Life and Times of William S. Burroughs. By Ted Morgan. A comprehensive biography of an anti-hero of 20th-century culture, who was at the center of Parisian avant-garde, in love and in the cauldron of its horrors. Photos. 200 pages. FSG. Pub. at $24.00

$8.95

4589726 THE LIFE OF WILLIAM APESS, PEQUOT. By Philip F. Gura. The Pequot Indian intellectual, author, and itinerant preacher was one of the most important voices of the nineteenth century. Following Apeess from his early life through the development of his political radicalism to his tragic early death, this volume showcases the achievements of an extraordinary life. 450 pages. Random. Pub. at $30.00

$9.95


$2.95

4644772 BYRON IN LOVE: A Short Daring Life. By Edna O’Brien. Follows the rake’s progress from his surprising beginnings as the son of an impoverished heir to his inheritance, at the tender age of ten, of the baroncy of his mad uncle and damnable offspring. Photos. 216 pages. HarperPaperback. Pub. at $24.99

$5.95

5729093 MYTHS. By David Hunter. An unusual celebration of the events and personalities of the era, from Lindberg to Gertrude Stein, as seen by a Chicago Tribune reporter and editor, a natural storyteller who was at the heart of expatriate activity in Paris. 208 pages. North Point. Pub. at $16.95

$2.95

4651706 EVEN THIS I GET TO EXPERIENCE. By Norman Lear. The renowned creator of such iconic television programs as All in the Family; Maude; Good Times; The Jeffersons; and Blossom was very much a part of the human family. This is his story. Photos. 448 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $32.95

$6.95


$6.95

5729185 EDMUND BURKE: The First Conservative. By Jessie Norman. This rich, accessible, and provocative biography describes Burke’s life and achievements alongside his momentous legacy, showing how Burke’s analytical mind and deep capacity for empathy and understanding shaped his ideas and influenced the course of humanity. Photos. 372 pages. Bloomsbury. Import.

$5.95

5851762 SAILOR AND FIDDLER: Reflections of a 100-Year-Old Author. By Herman Wouk. The century’s most respected writer looks back on ten decades of experience to regale us with his remarkable life story, the true experiences behind his most popular novels from The Caine Mutiny (1915) to War and Remembrance (1978); and the perspective he’s gained from outlining a century. 137 pages. S&S. Pub. at $20.00

$6.95

5809657 EDWARD BURWELL: The First Conservative. By Jessie Norman. This rich, accessible, and provocative biography describes Burke’s life and achievements alongside his momentous legacy, showing how Burke’s analytical mind and deep capacity for empathy and understanding shaped his ideas and influenced the course of humanity. Photos. 372 pages. Bloomsbury. Import.

$5.95

5763637 RESILIENCE: Two Sisters and a Story of Mental Illness. By Jessie Close with P. Earley. Close dives into the dark and dangerous shadow of mental illness without shy ing away from its horror and turmoil. She tells of finally discovering the treatment she needs and with the encouragement of her sister, Glenn Close, and others, the emotional fortitude to bring herself back from the brink. Photos. 325 pages. Basic. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99

$5.95


$6.95


$9.95

5752957 SYMPATHY FOR THE DEVIL: Decades of Friendship with Gore Vidal. By Michael Mewshaw. Detached and ironic; a master of the pointed put-down, of the cutting quip, enigmatic; impossible to truly know: this is the calculated public image of Gore Vidal—which the man himself was fond of reinforcing. Here Mewshaw offers an intimate look at Gore Vidal, a man who prided himself on being difficult to know. Photos. 200 pages. FSG. Pub. at $24.00

$7.95

2756625 HERMAN MELVILLE, VOLUME 2, 1851-1891: A Biography. By Hershel Parker. Chronicles Melville’s life in rich detail, from his earliest adolescence to the death of his father. This dual biography explodes those myths, drawing on a trove of surprising new documents that show it was actually Louisa’s mother who surprised Mewshaw that the man who prided himself on being difficult to know. Photos. 200 pages. FSG. Pub. at $24.00

$7.95

5899521 SEEING CHEKHOV: Life & Art. By Michael C. Finke. This is the first ever comprehensive study of Russian literature, devotes the most important voices of the short story and modern drama, and anyone interested in the intersection of literature, psychology, and medicine. 237 pages. Cornell. Pub. at $46.50

$4.95


$8.95

5745291 LITERARY OUTLAW: The Life and Times of William S. Burroughs. By Ted Morgan. A comprehensive biography of an anti-hero of 20th-century culture, who was at the center of Parisian avant-garde, in love and in the cauldron of its horrors. Photos. 200 pages. FSG. Pub. at $24.00

$8.95


$2.95

4644772 BYRON IN LOVE: A Short Daring Life. By Edna O’Brien. Follows the rake’s progress from his surprising beginnings as the son of an impoverished heir to his inheritance, at the tender age of ten, of the baroncy of his mad uncle and damnable offspring. Photos. 216 pages. HarperPaperback. Pub. at $24.99

$5.95

5729093 MYTHS. By David Hunter. An unusual celebration of the events and personalities of the era, from Lindberg to Gertrude Stein, as seen by a Chicago Tribune reporter and editor, a natural storyteller who was at the heart of expatriate activity in Paris. 208 pages. North Point. Pub. at $16.95

$2.95

4644772 BYRON IN LOVE: A Short Daring Life. By Edna O’Brien. Follows the rake’s progress from his surprising beginnings as the son of an impoverished heir to his inheritance, at the tender age of ten, of the baroncy of his mad uncle and damnable offspring. Photos. 216 pages. HarperPaperback. Pub. at $24.99

$5.95

5729093 MYTHS. By David Hunter. An unusual celebration of the events and personalities of the era, from Lindberg to Gertrude Stein, as seen by a Chicago Tribune reporter and editor, a natural storyteller who was at the heart of expatriate activity in Paris. 208 pages. North Point. Pub. at $16.95

$2.95
Writers & Thinkers


457207X THE POET AND THE VAMPIRE: The Curse of Byron and the Birth of Literature's Greatest Monsters. By Andrew McConnell Stott. Reveals all the literary rivalries and natural collisions in this inspired narrative history—a thrilling journey to Lake Geneva, where Lord Byron, the Shelleys, and John Polidori came together to create such immortal literary beasts as Frankenstein's monster and The Vampyre. 16 pages of color photos. 434 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $29.95 $7.95

5770966 H.G. WELLS: Another Kind of Life. By Michael Sherborne. An authoritative yet entertaining biography of this pioneering and controversial author, the first account of his kind to include suppressed correspondence with his mistress and illegitimate daughter. 406 pages. Hyperion. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $9.95

5388106 THE WORLDS OF SHOLEM ALEICHEM: The Remarkable Life and Afterlife of the Man Who Created Tevye. By Jeremy Dauber. Presents the first comprehensive biography of one of the most beloved authors of all time, the creator of Tevye the Dairyman, the collected stories that inspired Fiddler on the Roof. One of the founding giants of modern Yiddish literature, Sholem Aleichem’s nuanced tale is as important as those of his fictional creations. 16 pages of photos. Schocken. Pub. at $28.95 $6.95

4561603 THORNTON WILDER: A Life. By Penelope Niven. Biographer Penelope Niven has worked with unprecedented access to Wilder’s papers, including his family’s journals and recollections for the first time to outline Wilder’s public life and work, as well as the hidden inner self sometimes concealed and revealed in his art and in his papers. Photos. 832 pages. Hyperion. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

5835283 THE GIRL FROM HUMAN STREET: Ghosts of Memory in a Jewish Family. By Roger Cohen. An intimate and profoundly moving Jewish family history of displacement, prejudice, hope, despair, and love. Graceful and honest, Cohen’s remarkable chronicle of the quest for belonging across generations contributes an important chapter to the ongoing narrative of Jewish life. Photos. 304 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $27.95 $5.95

4577159 MY OLD NEIGHBORHOOD REMEMBERED. By Avery Corman. The celebrated author of The Old Neighborhood now tells his own story, taking us on a mosquitoes and the lyrical, personal, and evocative portrait of thi this significant and unique figure in American environmental, intellectual, and cultural history. Anderson traces MacKaye’s career, examines his many published works, and describes the importance of his relationships with a number of influential figures. 16 pages of photos. 452 pages. Pantheon. Pub. at $26.95 $6.95

5829225 BENTON MACKAYE: Conservationist, Planner, and Creator of the Appalachian Trail. By Larry Anderson. Provides the first complete portrait of this significant and unique figure in American environmental, intellectual, and cultural history. Anderson traces MacKaye’s career, examines his many published works, and describes the importance of his relationships with a number of influential figures. 16 pages of photos. 452 pages. MacKaye. Pub. at $26.95 $6.95

5811074 THE MAN WHO LOVED ONLY NUMBERS. By Paul Hoffman. A vivid account of the mathematical genius of the first order, totally obsessed with his subject, who thought and wrote mathematics for 19 hours a day throughout his life. Photos. 302 pages. Hyperion. Pub. at $16.00 $9.95

46359124 BEATRIX POTTER’S GARDENING LIFE: The Plants and Places That Inspired the Classic Children’s Tales. By Marta McDowell. Explores the origins of Potter’s love of gardening and plants and shows how this passion came to be reflected in her work. Filled with quotes from her letters and journals, this is the essential reading for all who know and cherish her classic tales. Well illustrated. 16 pages of photos. 452 pages. Pottermen. Pub. at $26.95 $6.95

4634387 MURIEL SPARK: The Biography. By Martin Stannard. With full access to Spark’s papers, as well as many interviews with her colleagues, friends, and family members, Stannard has produced an indelible portrait of one of the most significant and emotionally complicated writers of the twentieth century. 16 pages of photos. 627 pages. Norton. Pub. at $35.00 $6.95

5732212 BEHIND THE MASK: The Life of Vita Sackville-West. By Matthew Dennison. Dennison reveals a renegade, brave, and charismatic woman: from a lonely childhood of privilege in her family’s Kneol estate to a celebrated and affecting marriage—strewn with homosexual affairs—to the solace Vita found in nature and gardening and the eventual seclusion of her tower at Sissinghurst. 16 pages of photos. 364 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

4546628 TRUMBO. By Bruce Cook. Donald Trumbo was the central figure of the infamous “Hollywood Ten”: screenwriters who, before the McCarthy era, were charged by the House Committee on Un-American Activities for their associations with the Communist Party. Cook weaves a candid portrait of the Oscar-winner who broke the blacklist. 340 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

3649133 E.E. CUMMINGS: A Life. By Susan Cheever. This illuminating biography offers a major reassessment of the life and work of the controversial novelist, painter, and playwright considered to be one of America’s preeminent 20th-century poets. Cheever gives us the evolution of an artist whose writing was at the forefront of what was new, daring, and bold in America in transition. Photos. 213 pages. Pantheon. Pub. at $26.95 $6.95

5805287 TIBETAN PEACH PIE. By Tom Robbins. The celebrated writer turns his unparalleled literary sensibility inward, weaving together stories of his unconventional childhood. From his Appalachian childhood to his globe-trotting adventures, he applies his unique voice—sly yet subtle, intellectual yet earthy—to welcome us into the private world. 362 pages. Ecco. Pub. at $27.99 $4.95
★ 5813415 IT'S ALL ONE CASE: The Illustrated Ross MacDonald Archives. By Paul M. Williams. This combination of biography, bibliography, interviews, and ephemera, this compendium of all things Ross MacDonald provides an in-depth and comprehensive look at his life and work. Well illus., most in color. 303 pages. Fantagraphics. 10¼x10¾. Paperbound. At $18.95 $32.95

★ 5814537 MY GURU AND HIS DISCIPLE. By Christopher Isherwood. An honest memoir depicting Isherwood's spiritual instructor Swami Prabhavananda, the Hindu priest who guided the writer and gay rights activist to some thirty years ago. 338 pages. UMPn. Paperbound. At $18.95 $6.95

★ 5826888 KATHLEEN AND CHRISTOPHER. By Christopher Isherwood. Warm, confiding, and sometimes quite caustic, the letters between Christopher Isherwood and his mother Kathleen reveal a close affection between parents. Isherwood and his mother than his biographers have portrayed. She was for him, in turns, an agent, a sounding board, and an unbreakable connection to England. 16 pages of photos. UMPn. At $24.95 $5.95


★ 5791642 A MYSTERIOUS SOMETHING IN THE LIGHT: The Life of Raymond Chandler. By Tom Williams. Drawing on interviews, previously unpublished letters, and the ten contradictions: a sheltered Victorian daughter who grew into an astute modern businesswoman, a talented artist who became a scientific expert, and a famous author who gave it all up to become a farmer. Fully illus., in color. 160 pages. National Trust. Import. At $27.95 $21.95


★ 5791642 A MYSTERIOUS SOMETHING IN THE LIGHT: The Life of Raymond Chandler. By Tom Williams. Drawing on interviews, previously unpublished letters, and the ten contradictions: a sheltered Victorian daughter who grew into an astute modern businesswoman, a talented artist who became a scientific expert, and a famous author who gave it all up to become a farmer. Fully illus., in color. 160 pages. National Trust. Import. At $27.95 $21.95

★ 4644034 CHASING THE LAST LAUGH: Mark Twain’s Raucous and Redemptive Round-the-World Comedy Tour. By Richard Zacks. In 1884 Mark Twain, having mismanaged his finances to the point of being deeply in debt, embarked on a round-the-world comedy tour. Cherry-picking his best stories, he spun them into a 90-minute performance and trekked around the world in an effort to recover from financial disaster, reviving his world-class comedic humor in the process. Photos. 450 pages. Doubleday. Paperbound. At $30.00 $21.95

5759265 TED & I: A Brother’s Memoir. By Gerald Hughes. A poignant and delightful memoir that recalls the early life of the poet laureate and the woman who gave us some of the most beloved children’s books of all time. Through the lens of Sarah Gristwood’s childhood and family life, Hughes retraces the steps of his own life and that of his brother. 16 pages of photos. 217 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. At $25.99 $5.95

★ 5722357 MELVILLE IN LOVE: The Secret Life of Herman Melville and the Muse of Moby-Dick. By Michael Shelden. Filled with the rich detail and immense drama of Melville’s secret life, this biography tells the gripping account of how one of our greatest novelists found his muse, and restores Sarah Morewood to her rightful place in the lore of the creation of Moby-Dick. 321 pages. Ecco. Paperbound. At $25.99 $18.95

★ 5822661 THE FALL OF THE HOUSE OF WILDE: Oscar Wilde and His Family. By Emer O’Sullivan. It’s well known that Oscar Wilde was precociously intellectual, and hedonistic, and lesser so that he owed these characteristics to his parents. As a member of one of the most dazzling Anglo-Irish families of Victorian times, he is here placed in a broader social, political, and religious context. 180 pages. 395 photos. 5½x8¼. Bloomsbury. Paperbound. At $35.00 $26.95

★ 5820057 HOLDING ON UPSIDE DOWN. By Linda Leavell. Marianne Moore (1887-1972) has been heralded as America’s greatest poet of the modernist movement. The first biographer to be granted access to and freedom to quote from Moore’s archives, Leavell here provides a definitive biography, unfurling through Moore’s poems and letters from T.S. Eliot, William Carlos Williams, and others. 16 pages of photos. 14½x11. Random. Paperback. At $15.95 $9.95

5814359 KICKING THE PRICKS. By Derek Jarman. The shockingly honest journals of the acclaimed filmmaker and gay rights activist. Illus. 251 pages. UMPn. Paperbound. At $18.95 $5.95
**5761618 IT RUNS IN THE FAMILY: A Memoir.** By Richard Manning. Pursuing a past, which he had vowed to leave behind and linking his own life with the larger Dickens's life, the family they inhabited, and the right-wing fundamentalist politics gaining ground in America, Manning offers a singular memoir. 307 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $25.95. **$4.95**

**5822688 GUILTY THING: A Life of Thomas De Quincey.** By Frances Wilson. De Quincey was obsessed with Wordsworth and the power of imagination. Color photos. 372 pages. Kingswell. **$17.95**

**5801478 UNDER THE NORTH LIGHT: The Life and Work of Maud and Miska Petersham.** By Lawrence Webster. Pioneers in a golden age of children's books publishing in America, Maud and Miska Petersham were among a handful of people who set the direction for illustrated children's books as we know them today. In this volume, readers are afforded an exhaustive look at the couple's legendary work and the principles they espoused. Illus., some color. 358 pages. FSG. Pub. at $30.00. **$21.95**

**5761204 THE THOMAS THE TANK ENGINE MAN: The Life of Reverend W. Awdry.** By Brian Sibley. The stories of Thomas the Tank Engine have delighted generations of children and adults. Reverend W. Awdry started telling the stories to amuse his own children, with no idea that the characters would lead to a global phenomenon. In this fascinating and warm biography, Sibley brings the eminent children's writer to life, illus., some in color. 375 pages. Lion Hudson. Paperbound Import. **$12.95**


**NEW! 4645510 PIECES OF GLASS: An Artor.** By John Sacret Young. In this unique memoir, Young explores how the art he loved led him to a deep, illuminating exploration of his most pivotal memories, and showed him the potent and transforming power of art, and how it affected his career as a writer. Illus. in color. 293 pages. Trafalgar. Pub. at $34.95. **$27.95**

**2721651 THE DEATH OF SANTINI: The Story of a Father and His Son.** By Pat Conroy. The author and his father, the cruel and violent fighter pilot who inspired The Great Santini, find common ground at long last in this powerful and intimate memoir, at once a moving portrayal of a father and family, and a parable, a lesson in how the ties of blood can both strangle and offer succor. Book Club Edition. 16 pages of photos. 338 pages. Doubleday. **$9.95**

**4556569 IAN FLEMING.** By Andrew Lyckett. Fleming's life is told as dramatic as that of his fictional spy, Lyckett takes us through the author's time in Britain's Naval Intelligence Division, his work as a newspaper executive, the publishing of the novel that introduced James Bond to the world, and beyond, introducing James Bond to the world, and beyond, introducing James Bond to the world, and beyond, introducing James Bond to the world, and beyond. 16 pages of photos. 486 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $29.99. **$9.95**

**5746167 EMILY DICKINSON AND THE ART OF BEING, SECOND EDITION.** By Roger Lundin. One of the most biographies of the great American poet, skillfully places Emily Dickinson's life within the context of American political, social, religious, and intellectual history. This second edition includes a standard bibliography, expanded notes, and an extensive discussion of Dickinson's Work. 316 pages. Eerdmans. Paperbound. **$19.95**

**5724015 JOHN LE CARRE: The Biography.** By Adam Sitaram. A master of weaving fiction with fact, this biography presents novelist John le Carré as the complex protagonist who expose tantalizing glimpses into the author's own character. But the reality is that David Cornwell, the man behind the celebrated pseudonym, has remained an enigma for more than a half a century. The curtain has finally been pulled back in this definitive biography, 32 pages of photos, 652 pages. Knopf. Import. Pub. at $34.00. **$8.95**


**4543343 THE PRIVATE WORLD OF GEORGETTE HAYER.** By Jane Aken Hodge. Queen of the Regency romance, Georgette Heyer (1902-1974), was one of the most beloved historical novelists of our time. She wrote more than 50 novels, yet her private life was inaccessible to any but her nearest friends and relatives. This biography, originally published in 1984, remedies that. 336 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99. **$4.95**

**3628388 WASHINGTON IRVING.** By Brian Jay Jones. Born in 1783 and named after George Washington, Washington Irving is widely recognized as the father of American letters. This biography offers a very human portrait of the often contrasting public and private personages Irving brought together. 531 pages. Arcade. Pub. at $17.95. **$2.95**

**2743752 NORMAN MAILER: A Double Life.** By J. Michael Lennon. Offers a biography of a novelist, journalist, biographer, and filmmaker; a provocateur and passionate observer; and a husband, father, and serial philanderer. Lennon captures Mailer in full, a remarkable and unique figure in the context of his times. 24 pages of photos. 947 pages. S&S. Pub. at $40.00. **$12.95**

**5706157 HARRY HARRISON! HARRY HARRISON! A Memoir.** Traces the recollections of one of the grand masters of science fiction, on his storied career as a celebrated author and on his relationships with other luminaries in the field. A personal memoir filled with humor and irreverence. 16 pages of photos. 351 pages. Tor. Pub. at $26.99. **$4.95**

**3664031 GODDESS OF THE MARKET: Ayn Rand and the American Right.** By Jennifer Bums. Follows Rand from her childhood in Russia through her rise to fame as a gadfly of the right, including the writing of The Fountainhead and Atlas Shrugged. Traces her relationships, her philosophies, and the bitter childhood under Communism, that informed her writing. Photos. 369 pages. Random. Pub. at $15.95. **$4.95**

**3662802 THE PLATFORM OF TIME.** By Virginia Woolf. A new collection of largely unfamiliar memoirs from one of Britain's foremost modernist writers. It includes Woolf's talk on her role in the famous Dreadnought Hoax, and the complete text of her memoir of her nephew Julian Bell, who was killed in the Spanish Civil War. Photos. 262 pages. Hesperus. Paperbound Import. **$2.95**

**1894277 JANE AUSTEN: Obstinate Heart.** By Valerie Grosenover Myer. Explores the paradoxical personality of a woman of “genteel poverty” managed to produce such wonderfully human portrayals of the follies and foibles of the English genteel. 16 pages illus. 268 pages. Arcade. Paperbound. **$6.95**

**5755865 THE LIFE OF CHARLES DICKENS: The Illustrated Edition.** By John Forster. When British writer Charles Dickens died in 1870, the whole world mourned the loss of a true literary giant. Dickens, according to his own words, endured “the very first Dickinson biography” written by his close friend and confidant and reissued in celebration of the 200th anniversary of his birth—presents an intimate and vivid, up-close picture of the writer. Illus., some in color. 512 pages. Sterling. 8½x110. Pub. at $45.00. **$9.95**

**5325511 CHARLOTTE BRONTE: A Writer's Life.** By Rebecca Fraser. A definitive biography of one of literature's most beloved, and misunderstood, female writers: Charlotte Bronte, whose celebrated first novel, Jane Eyre, is one of the finest biographies of the great American poet, skillfully places Emily Dickinson's life within the context of American political, social, religious, and intellectual history. This second edition includes a standard bibliography, expanded notes, and an extensive discussion of Dickinson's Work. 316 pages. Eerdmans. Paperbound. **$19.95**
**WRITERS & THINKERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publication Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1887165</strong></td>
<td><strong>DEAR MR. LONGFELLOW: Letters to and from the Children’s Poet.</strong> By Syldeete Pearl.</td>
<td>Meticulously researched, Pearl uses letters written by actual children to Henry Wadsworth Longfellow to re-create, in rich and often moving detail, the life of a writer who took his readers seriously, and none more so than the youngest of them. Illus. 233 pages. Prometheus. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>5750709</strong></td>
<td><strong>WHY FOOTBALL MATTERS: My Education in the Game.</strong> By Mark Edmundson.</td>
<td>Moving, funny, vivid, and filled with the authentic anxiety and exhilaration of youth, Edmundson reveals how he doesn’t regard football as a fleeting, five-minute, and cherishes the experience. His message is to see it in full as something to celebrate, but also something to handle with care. 233 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3674010</strong></td>
<td><strong>SCHULZ AND PEANUTS.</strong> By R. David Michaelis.</td>
<td>Provides the first full-length biography of Schulz, the most widely syndicated and beloved cartoonist of all time. Tells of his growing up, from his modest beginnings as a barber’s son to international fame, and how he came to create the Peanuts. 32 pages of photos. 639 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2688174</strong></td>
<td><strong>A LITTLE LEARNING.</strong> By Evelyn Waugh.</td>
<td>The first and only volume of his autobiography, covers his life from infancy to his early 20s, at Oxford and as a schoolmaster in North Wales, real life material for his popular novel Brideshead Revisited. 327 pages. Penguin. Import.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1828163</strong></td>
<td><strong>FRANK NORRIS: A Life.</strong> By J.R. McElrath Jr. &amp; J.S. Crisler.</td>
<td>Until recently, various obstacles prevented a comprehensive biography of the Chicago-born writer. But at last long, after some 30 years amassing material, this authoritative work paints a long-overdue portrait of a man behind such tales as The Octopus, The Pit, and McTeague. 492 pages. UIIIP. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7584693</strong></td>
<td><strong>STRINDBERG: A Life.</strong> By Sue Prideaux.</td>
<td>Novelist, satirist, poet, photographer, pacifist, alchemist, and Hell-raiser. Strindberg was all of these. Prideaux offers a mesmerizing account of the chaotic life and brilliant work of a playwright whose influence is undiminished 100 years after his death. 80 pages of photos, some in color. 371 pages. Yale. Pub. at $40.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4576454</strong></td>
<td><strong>SYMPATHY FOR THE DEVIL: Four Decades of Friendship with Gore Vidal.</strong> By Michael D'Antuono.</td>
<td>Reflects D'Antuono’s personal history with a discussion of his writing, this is both an intriguing and romantic account. 24 pages of illus. 440 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2871898</strong></td>
<td><strong>BUCKLEY AND MAILER: The Difficult Friendship That Shaped the Sixties.</strong> By Kevin M. Schulz.</td>
<td>A lively chronicle of the 1960s through the lens of two of the most famous journalists of the time. Illus. 32 pages of photos. 654 pages. Norton. Pub. at $28.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3586243</strong></td>
<td><strong>KATHARINE BRIGGS: Story-Teller.</strong> By R.H. Ellis Davidson.</td>
<td>Katharine Briggs made an indelible mark on the world of folklore. She brought together the pointed put-down, of the cutting quip; enigmatic; impossibly to truly know: this is the calcified public image of Gore Vidal—which the man himself was fond of reinforcing. Here, for the first time, a full look at Gore Vidal, a man who prided himself on being difficult to know. Photos. 200 pages. FSG.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>5811163</strong></td>
<td><strong>SPELLBOUND BY BEAUTY: Alfred Hitchcock and His Leading Ladies.</strong> By Donald Spoto.</td>
<td>Casts new light on this most famous of directors by regarding Hitchcock’s well-known cottage with the leading ladies of his day. The result is a singular kind of the story—a book about film and film stars; business and power; sex and fantasy; romance and derailed psychology. 16 pages of photos. 267 pages. Picador. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ARTISTS & PHOTOGRAPHERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publication Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>3658384</strong></td>
<td><strong>VIRGIL: A Life.</strong> By Peter Levi.</td>
<td>Although his work has influenced Western literature for two millennia, little is known about the life of Virgil. In this volume, Levi reconstructs the poet’s life, as influenced Western literature for two millennia, little is known about the life of Virgil. In this volume, Levi reconstructs the poet’s life, as influenced Western literature for two millennia, little is known about the life of Virgil. In this volume, Levi reconstructs the poet’s life, as influenced Western literature for two millennia, little is known about the life of Virgil. In this volume, Levi reconstructs the poet’s life, as influenced Western literature for two millennia, little is known about the life of Virgil. In this volume, Levi reconstructs the poet’s life, as influenced Western literature for two millennia, little is known about the life of Virgil. In this volume, Levi reconstructs the poet’s life, as influenced Western literature for two millennia, little is known about the life of Virgil. In this volume, Levi reconstructs the poet’s life, as influenced Western literature for two millennia, little is known about the life of Virgil. In this volume, Levi reconstructs the poet’s life, as influenced Western literature for two millennia, little is known about the life of Virgil. In this volume, Levi reconstructs the poet’s life, as influenced Western literature for two millennia, little is known about the life of Virgil. In this volume, Levi reconstructs the poet’s life, as influen</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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576508 WEAR YOUR DREAMS: My Life in Tattoos. By Ed Hardy with J. Selvin. Traces the explosion of Hardy’s flash tattoo art and recounts the creation of his massive, spontaneous piece for the millennium, 2000 Dragons, his enormously profitable license deal with Christian Audigier and his last tattoo in 2008. A never before seen look at an African icon who gave birth underground art above ground. 16 pages of color photos. $9.95

574587X ALEXANDER MCQUEEN: Blood Beneath the Skin. By Andrew Wilson. The definitive biography of the iconic, visionary, and notorious designer, this book explores the dark world of designer, exploring the connection between his dark work and even darker life. From McQueen’s rise to his tragic suicide, Wilson reveals an artist who fought to gain entry into a world that ultimately destroyed him. 16 pages of photos, most color. 367 pages. $34.00

5728351 CHATTING WITH HENRI MATISSE: The Lost 1941 Interview. With Pierre Courthion. Completed in 1941 in Nazi occupied France while Matisse was recovering from a serious operation, this interview is now published for the first time. Withdrawing his permission to publish the interview upon its completion, this is a fascinating look into the mind of a renowned artist. Early pages, some in color. 356 pages, late import. Pub. at $45.00. $29.95

455020X THE RED MAN’S BONES: George Catlin, Artist and Showman. By Benita Eisler. Offers a long-overdue portrait of the “first artist of the West.” Known for his groundbreaking paintings of Native American tribes of the North and Plains, Catlin still personifies the artist as a figure of controversy, torn by conflicting demands of art and success. 16 pages of illus., some color. 40 pages. $22.95

4634926 PORTRAIT: The Life of Thomas Eakins. By William S. McFeely. Thomas Eakins, a native of Philadelphia, painted two worlds: one sure of its values, such as the surgeons, inventors, musicians, and athletes of his time, and another that reflected his own attitudes with depression and social anxiety. This biography brings us closer to the genius of Thomas Eakins. 16 pages of color illus. 237 pages. Norton. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95. $4.95

5817880 AMY WARHOL LIVES: Ed & Pat Hackett. Spanning the mid-1970’s until just a few days before Warhol’s death in 1987, this compendium brings together more than 20,000 pages of the artist’s diary that he dictated daily to Pat Hackett. In it, he gives us the ultimate backstage pass to everything that went on in his world. The 25th Anniversary edition includes an added preface by Hackett, contemplating Warhol’s lasting impact. 32 pages of photos. 244 pages. Twelve. Pub. at $26.00. $6.95

5742943 LISTENING TO STONE: The Art and Life of Isamu Noguchi. By Hayden Herrera. Combining Noguchi’s personal correspondence and interviews with those closest to him—artists, patrons, assistants, and lovers—Herrera has created an authoritative biography of one of the twentieth century’s most important sculptors. Photos. 375 pages. FSG. Pub. at $40.00. $19.95

5763353 WISTLER: A Life for Art’s Sake. By Daniel E. Sutherland. Sutherland makes use of the artist’s private correspondence to tell the story of Whistler’s life and work and shows why he was perhaps the most important artist of his generation, and a pivotal figure in the cultural history of the nineteenth century. 24 pages of illus., some in color. 440 pages. Yale. Pub. at $40.00. $9.95

3610063 DUVEEN: A Life in Art. By Merylee Secrest. Tour de force volume chronicles the life of the 20th century’s finest art dealer, whose remarkable eye for hidden Old Masters and for exotic treasures brought him to the attention of British royalty as well as into the company of America’s wealthiest families. Photos. 517 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $35.00. $9.95

5851223 EDGE OF MIDNIGHT: The Life of John Schlesinger. By William.J. Mann. Mann chronicles Schlesinger’s life and career, from his Academy Award for the X-rated Midnight Cowboy; to his 15 Academy Award nominations; to his bicentennial tribute of his art in Billboard. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $3.95

4597080 ETERNITY’S SUNRISE: The Imaginative World of William Blake. By Leo Darmosch. Follows William Blake’s life from beginning to end, drawing extensively on Blake’s poetry, paintings, etchings, and engravings to offer a full account of the man and his vision of our world. Overlooked in his time, he remains an enigmatic figure to contemporary readers. Illus., most in color. 322 pages. Yale. Pub. at $30.00. $5.95

4634219 GERDA TAREO: Inventing Robert Capa. By Jane Ryskov. In 1934, fleeing war-related complications, two emigres met and fell in love in Paris. To distinguish their work and trump competition, they invented a fictitious photographer, Robert Capa, whose work commanded high prices but who was rarely seen in print. The two used this device to contribute to the Spanish Civil War. The first woman photojournalist to be killed in action, Gerda Taro was a complex and heroic figure. Well illus. 240 pages. Jonathan Cape. 8/10/10. Import. $16.95


5815235 ALEJANDRO GINOSKIS: A Biography. By Benjamin A. Bennett. Bennett provides the most celebrated publications. This intimate biography invites us inside the Roaring Twenties’ cultural swirl. Illus. 287 pages. Regan Arts. Pub. at $26.95. $19.95


5815223 A REVOLUTION IN COLOR: The World of John Singleton Copley. By Jane Kamensky. An intimate portrait of colonial America’s premier painter which also reveals the world of the American Revolution, a time riven by divided loyalties and yearning for sympathy. The painter’s achievements in both Britain and America made him a towering figure of both nations’ artistic legacies. Illus., some in color. 526 pages. Norton. Ed. by Pat Hackett. Pub. at $35.00. $22.95

5814138 DEREK JARMAN: A Biography. By Tony Peake. An honest and brilliant tribute to the uncompromising life and art of UK filmmaker Derek Jarman—a chronicle of sexual fear and repression, the devastation of disease, and inimitable courage and grace. 24 pages of photos, some color. 613 pages. UMPR. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $6.95

5722330 DIANE ARBUS: Portrait of a Photographer. By Arthur Lubow. A definitive biography that brushes aside the cliches that have long surrounded Arbus and her work and brings into focus the artist’s talent and humanity. Illus., some in color. 287 pages. Univ. of Chicago. Pub. at $35.00. $26.95

4633068 THE VINCENT VAN GOGH DIARIES. By Michael Bauser. Combining Michael Bauser’s powerful, intimate interviews with Van Gogh and his family, and the extensive notes he took on a young, indecorous cartoonist, Peter Arno. Traces the comic and the dark. Illus. 704 pages. Overlook Press. Pub. at $24.95. $14.95

4634508 A BALLET IN VENICE: The Art and Life of Frank Lloyd. By Nienke Denekamp et al. Thanks to his chance on a young, indecorous cartoonist, Peter Arno. The New Yorker would be given a new edge to the magazine’s pages—a vitality that would change the course of the 20th century. 24 pages of photos, most color. 256 pages. Regan Arts. Pub. at $19.95. $9.95


4633068 THE VINCENT VAN GOGH DIARIES. By Michael Bauser. Combining Michael Bauser’s powerful, intimate interviews with Van Gogh and his family, and the extensive notes he took on a young, indecorous cartoonist, Peter Arno. Traces the comic and the dark. Illus. 704 pages. Overlook Press. Pub. at $24.95. $14.95

**Actors, Celebrities & Performing Artists**

5783992 RENEGADE AT HEART. By Lorenzo Lamas with J. Lenburg. Star of two major TV shows, five-time husband, and reality-show star, Lorenzo Lamas has found fame and career for decades. Here he reveals the unvarnished truth of his remarkable journey, charting the highs, lows, and survival of an extraordinary man and an extraordinary woman. 230 pages. Color.  $24.95

5756337 I SAY YES TO EVERYTHING. By Lee Grant. Set amid the New York theater scene of the fifties and the star-studded parties of Malibu in the seventies, Grant’s memoir evokes a world of pale celebrity, movie stars, and name landed on the Hollywood blacklist, her offers ground to a halt, and she lost it all. 24 pages of photos. 463 pages. Plume. Paperbound. $12.95

**CD 7608829 TOTAL RECALL: My Unbelievably True Life Story.** By Arnold Schwarzenegger. Read by Stephen Lang. Arnold Schwarzenegger became the world’s biggest movie star, the husband of Maria Shriver, and an emerging Republican leader who was part of the Kennedy family. Thirty-six years after coming to America, he was elected governor of California, and until now has never told the full story of his life, in his own voice. Twenty-five hours on 20 CDs. S&S Audio. Pub. at $49.99

**5716519 THREE STOOGES FAQ: Everything Left to Know About the Eye-Poking, Face-Slapping, Head-Thumping Geniuses.** By Daviduranian. Focused on the three short comedies the boys made at Columbia Pictures during the years 1934-1959. Provides detailed production and critical coverage for every short, along with information about each film’s place in the Stooges’ careers, in Hollywood genre filmmaking, and in the larger fabric of American culture. Photos. 394 pages. Applause. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99

**5704014 ONLY KNOW WHO I AM WHEN I AM SOMEBODY ELSE.** By Dante DiLauro with G. Rewills. The celebrated star of stage and screen, Lawrence Tierney in our own time as “The Man from U.N.C.L.E.” Moonstruck, delivers a big-hearted memoir that reveals a man of passion, integrity, and guts—and lays bare one of the most unlikely success stories ever told. Photos. Most in color. 309 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $26.00

**2764296 PETER O’TOOLE: Hellraiser, Sexual Outlaw, Irish Rebel.** By Porter & D. Prince. O’Toole brought his tormented personality to stage and screen, exhibiting a galvanizing mania with a booming speech pattern evocative of his the British Prince. O’Toole brought his tormented personality to stage and screen, exhibiting a galvanizing mania with a booming speech pattern evocative of the most chauvinistic days of the British Empire. This illusion-shattering overview of O’Toole’s hell-raising (or at least very high energy) life. Illus. 623 pages. Blood Moon. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95

**5847273 BUT ENOUGH ABOUT ME: A Memoir.** By Burt Reynolds & J. Winokur. Chronicles Reynolds’s meteoric rise to fame from Oscar nominee to avowed sex symbol in Hollywood, and the financial decisions that took him from rich to poor and back again. Reynolds shares the wisdom that has come from his many highs and lows and opens up about his romances and breakups. 32 pages of photos. most in color. 302 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

**5809487 CHLORO SEVIGNY.** Text by K. Gordon & N. Lyonne. Her quirky and avant-garde fashion sense was quickly noticed by indie magazines after she appeared in a Sonic Youth music video, and her off-center performance style established her as an avant-garde independent movie star. (1995). This volume is a deeply personal illustrated chronicle of the evolution of Sevigny’s unique style throughout her career. 224 pages. Drawn & Quarterly. Pub. 10/15. $21.95

**5805060 DOWN THE RABBIT HOLE: Curious Adventures and Cautionary Tales of a Former Playboy Bunny.** By Holly Madison. A shocking candid and moving memoir, this is an introspective account of life inside the Playboy Mansion: the drugs, sex, abuse, infamous parties, and Holly’s behind the scenes life with Bridge, Kendra, and Mr. Playboy himself. Color photos. 334 pages. Dey Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

**5084034 DAMN YOU, SCARLETT O’HARA: The Private Lives of Vivien Leigh and Laurence Olivier.** By D. Porter & R. Moseley. Vivien Leigh and Laurence Olivier are referred to as a “dream couple,” but their private lives were a nightmare. In this groundbreaking biography, the sexual excesses and interpersonal anguish of this ill-fated duo is exposed in graphic, sometimes wrenching detail. Photos. 708 pages. Blood Moon. Paperbound. Pub. at $36.95

**2614995 DAMN YOU, SCARLETT O’HARA: THE PRIVATE LIVES OF VIVIEN LEIGH AND LAURENCE OLIVIER.** By D. Porter & R. Moseley. Vivien Leigh and Laurence Olivier are referred to as a “dream couple,” but their private lives were a nightmare. In this groundbreaking biography, the sexual excesses and interpersonal anguish of this ill-fated duo is exposed in graphic, sometimes wrenching detail. Photos. 708 pages. Blood Moon. Paperbound. Pub. at $36.95


**7517556 PAUL NEWMAN, THE MAN BEHIND THE BABY BLUES: His Secret Life Exposed.** By Darin Porter. In the author’s words, “This thoroughly personalized biography which I pulled together over many decades, based on reports from Newman’s friends and enemies. It focuses mainly on Newman’s interaction, personal and sexual, with the entertainment industry players who helped him reach the pinnacle of his career. It is a very revealing upfront material on Newman’s early life, particularly his experiences in the U.S. Navy during the 1940s.” Photos. 521 pages. Blood Moon. Pub. at $26.95

**4628918 THE GRAND TOUR: The Life and Music of George Jones.** By Rich Kienzle. This definitive biography of a country music legend paints a rich picture of a man who came of age during a tumultuous moment to create a lasting legacy. Kienzle tells the story of the man, the artist and the career, and the controversies and triumphs that define Jones’s place in American music. Photos. 280 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99

**4613023 ROOM 1219: The Life of Fatty Arbuckle, the Mysterious Death of Virginia Rappe, and the Scandal That Changed Hollywood.** By Greg Merritt. In 1921, one of the biggest movie stars in the world was accused of killing a woman, triggering a media circus that would change the course of filmmaking. This book tells the story of Fatty Arbuckle’s improbable rise and stunning fall—from one of Hollywood’s first true superstars to its first pariah. 428 pages. Chicago Review. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

**5715628 FOUR FEET TALL & RISING: A Memoir.** By Shorty Rossi with SJ Hodges. A third-generation dwarf, an ex-con, and an ex-conv. Shorty knows what it’s like to be misunderstood. After serving over ten years in prison, he started a business acting as a talent agent for little people, and established and funded charities that advocate for, respect, and rehome abandoned or abused pit bulls. In the process, he became a reality-TV star. Photos. 261 pages. Crown. Pub. at $25.00


**5762996 THE LIVING DUKE: The Early Life of John Wayne.** By H. Kazanjian & C. Enns. Through previously unpublished photos and revealing family anecdotes, this biography tells how Marion Morrison became one of the most beloved stars of his time. From his boyhood in Winterse, Iowa, to his days as a college football star to his stunning box-office success in Westerns and war movies. 194 pages. Globe Pequot. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

**5768200 WHATEVER...LOVE IS LOVE: Questioning the Labels We Give Ourselves.** By Maria Bello. Written as a series of provocative questions and thoughtful answers, this powerful work is filled with deeply personal, often funny, and even poisonous stories about the actor’s journey as she asks what she’s learned—about romantic love, her relationship with her parents, her feelings about spirituality, her sexual identity, the highs and lows of her career, and much more. 180 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $25.00

**4527564 THE MAKING OF MARKOVA: Diaghilev’s Baby Ballerina and Groundbreaking Icon.** By Tina Sutton. As probable as it is inspiring, this is the story of Alicia Markova, one of the greatest ballerinas of the 20th century. From her roots with Sergei Diaghilev’s Ballet Russes to her rise to international stardom, it is a dancer’s saga of overcoming poverty, prejudice, and anti-Semitism to achieve artistic excellence. 320 pages. Photos. 670 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $39.95

---
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LIMITED QUANTITY ★ 5823293 SURF CITY: The Jan & Dean Story. By Dean Torrence. The story of Jan and Dean: their rise to fame and fall, and their defining perspective. With number one singles like “Surf City,” Jan and Dean helped pioneer the California Sound. Filled with stories of Dean’s time in the music industry, including his long and storied relationship with the Beach Boys, Jan and Dean’s story will include a game of football with Elvis, scamming an ex-con, and a near encounter with the Manson Family. 216 pages. SelectBooks. Paperback. $17.95

4588215 A MAN CALLED DESTRUCTION: The Life and Music of Alex Chilton, from Box Tops to Big Star to Backdoor Man. By Holly George-Warren. The definitive biography of one of the most iconic figures in modern popular culture. 16 pages of photos. Photos. 390 pages. Morrow. Paperback. $22.95

3651178 GLOW: The Autobiography of Rick James. With David Ritz. In this posthumously published, wildly entertaining, profound expression of a rock star’s life and soul, James and Ritz offer a no-holds-barred memoir about the boy and the man who became a music superstar in America’s disco age. 16 pages of photos, most color. 342 pages. Atria. Pub. at $26.00

3073762 MAN ON THE RUN: Paul McCartney in the 1970s. By Tom Doyle. Puts the Beatles back in the Beach Boys’ place, a decade in the life of a rock icon—the only McCartney biography in decades based on firsthand interviews with the ex-Beatle himself. 257 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $27.00

5365365 GIRLS LIKE US: Carolé King, Joni Mitchell, Carly Simon—and the Journey of a Generation. By Sheila Weller. This groundbreaking and irresistible biography of three of America’s most important musical artists charts their lives as women at a magical moment in time. They collectively represent, in their lives and their songs, a great swath of American girls who came of age in the late 1960s. 24 pages of photos. 584 pages. Washington Sq. Press. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00


270144 SEX, DRUGS, RATT & ROLL: My Life on the Rock. By Stephen Pearcy with S. Benjamin. Pearcy tells his story from scrawny, thrill-seeking teenager to when his band broke through at Whiskey a Go Go. There was nothing they wouldn’t snort, drink, bed, or break. It was his story of survival and a search for the things that matter most. Photos. 309 pages. Gallery. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

5792926 THE JAZZ LIFE OF DR. BILLY TAYLOR. By Rebecca L. Randall. Taylor recounts how he came of age as a jazz musician in smoke-filled clubs pulsating with the rhythms of bebop, and later climbed to world acclaim as an internationally recognized music educator and popular media figure. He fought for the recognition of jazz music as “American music” and for the recognition of black musicians as key contributors to the American music repertoire. Photos. 227 pages. HUP. Pub. at $25.00

571348X BILLY JOEL: The Definitive Biography. By Fred Schruers. Comprehensive, vibrant, written, and filled with Joel’s memories and reflections—as well as those of family, friends, and band members—this is the definitive account of a beloved rock star’s epic American journey. Schruers delivers us an unprecedented, all-access look at the life, career, and legacy of this Long Island kid turned musical icon. 16 pages of photos, most color. 387 pages. HUP. Pub. at $30.00

5836263 HI-DE-HO: The Life of Cab Calloway. By Alyn Shipton. The first full-length biography of Cab Calloway, whose vocal theatrics and flamboyant stage presence made him one of the highest-earning African American bandleaders of the 1930s and 1940s. Drawing on firsthand accounts from Calloway’s family, friends, and fellow musicians, Shipton charts the entire path of this musical icon. Photos. 283 pages. Oxford. Pub. at $29.95

4646681 ROBERT PLANT: A Life. By Paul Rees. Rees uncovers the story of the man Robert Plant and the Led Zeppelin years; from his relationship with bandmates to his solo career that today has him producing some of the most acclaimed work of his career, and his memories of photos, some color. 368 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $28.99

5811015 IF YOU CAN’T BE FREE, BE A MYSTERY: In Search of Billie Holiday. By Farah Jasmine Griffin. Offers an enchanting investigation into one of the most famous jazz vocalists of the 20th century, an artist whose legacy is still remembered. Griffin fully liberates Lady Day from the tragic songstress myth, and instead presents a virtuoso whose passion made every song she sang forever hers. Photos. 240 pages. Ballantine. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

5760038 THE MAMMOTH BOOK OF BOB DYLAN. Ed. by Sean Egan. Egan presents a selection of the best writing on Dylan, both praise and criticism. Interviews, essays, features, and reviews from Dylan fanatics and scholars are interspersed with new narrative and reviews of every album. 518 pages. Running Press. Paperback. Pub. at $13.95

5758772 MY CROSS TO BEAR. By Gregg Allman with A. Light. Bringing to life the carefree early days of the Allman Brothers Band, Gregg holds nothing back. He goes behind the scenes of some of the greatest rock music ever recorded, away from the most infamous and painful moments of his career. Book Club Edition. Photos. 390 pages. Morrow. Paperback. $2.95


5811155 ROOM FULL OF MIRRORS: A Biography of Jimi Hendrix. By Charles R. Cross. In this illuminating account of the rock legend’s life, Cross traces Hendrix’s often surreal depictions to paint a far deeper, more compelling portrait of his life. Drawing on never-before-seen documents, private letters and interviews, he unlocks the vast mystery of this enduring musical genius. 16 pages of photos. 384 pages. Hyperion. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

5809649 DREAMS TO REMEMBER: Oils of the Southern Soul. By Mark Ribowsky. Introduces an incredibly talented yet impulsive man, one who once risked his career by shooting a man in the leg. But that temperament masked a deep vulnerability that was only exacerbated by an industry that refused him a Grammy until he was in the grave. A remarkable journey that brought a Liverpool art student from a disastrous childhood to the highest realms of fame. Riley’s narrative draws on interviews with John Lennon’s friends, enemies, confidantes, and associates, lost memoirs written by John, as well as previously undiscovered City of Liverpool records. 24 pages of photos. 766 pages. Hyperion. Paperback. $35.00

5753432 JOHNNY CASH: The Life. By Robert Hilburn. Drawing upon his personal experience with Cash and a trove of never-before-seen material from the singer’s inner circle, Hilburn creates an utterly fresh portrait of one of the most iconic figures in modern popular culture. 16 pages of photos. 679 pages. Little. Brown. Pub. at $32.00

5777001 LIFE IS A GIFT: The Zen of Bennett. By Tony Bennett. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Legendary singer, actor, and philanthropist Tony Bennett has been one of the world’s most beloved entertainers in this memoir, a collection of soulful reflections and philosophies from his life and career. Bennett shares stories of friends and family and the essential lessons they have taught him. Book Club Edition. 323 pages of photos. 323 pages. HarperCollins.

5763623 HI-DE-HO: The Life of Cab Calloway. By Alyn Shipton. The first full-length biography of Cab Calloway, whose vocal theatrics and flamboyant stage presence made him one of the highest-earning African American bandleaders of the 1930s and 1940s. Drawing on firsthand accounts from Calloway’s family, friends, and fellow musicians, Shipton charts the entire path of this musical icon. Photos. 283 pages. Oxford. Pub. at $29.95

5811015 IF YOU CAN’T BE FREE, BE A MYSTERY: In Search of Billie Holiday. By Farah Jasmine Griffin. Offers an enchanting investigation into one of the most famous jazz vocalists of the 20th century, an artist whose legacy is still remembered. Griffin fully liberates Lady Day from the tragic songstress myth, and instead presents a virtuoso whose passion made every song she sang forever hers. Photos. 240 pages. Ballantine. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

5760038 THE MAMMOTH BOOK OF BOB DYLAN. Ed. by Sean Egan. Egan presents a selection of the best writing on Dylan, both praise and criticism. Interviews, essays, features, and reviews from Dylan fanatics and scholars are interspersed with new narrative and reviews of every album. 518 pages. Running Press. Paperback. Pub. at $13.95
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MUSICIANS, SINGERS & POP ARTISTS
4646754 UNFAITHFUL MUSIC & DISAPPEARING INK. By Elvis Costello. This idiosyncratic memoir offers Costello’s (born Declan Peter McManus) unique vision of his upbringing and sometimes comical rise to international success, with diversions through the previously undocumented emotional foundations of some of his best-known songs. Photos. 64 pages. Blue Rider. Pub. at $30.00 $9.95

★ 5435577 OVER THE TOP AND BACK: The Autobiography. By Tom Jones. One of the world’s greatest singing talents reveals the stories behind the ups and downs of his remarkable life, from the early heydays to the subsequent fallow years to his later period of artistic renaissance. A man of many lives, he turns raw, honest, funny, and powerful. Well illus., some color. 424 pages. Blue Rider. Pub. at $26.95 $16.95

★ 5743397 I’VE ALWAYS KEPT A UNICORN: The Biography of Sandy Denny. By Mick Houghton. Based on original and candid interviews with more than 50 of her friends, fellow musicians, and contemporaries, and with access to previously unseen documents and Sandy’s own notebooks, Houghton illuminates the life of a unique and complex artist—one of the greatest British singer-songwriters. Photos. 302 pages. Faber & Faber. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95

5722042 TRANSFORMER: The Complete Lou Reed Story. By Victor Bockris. From the electroshock treatments of his youth to the previously undocumented sometimes comical rise to international success, with access to Tiny’s diaries, which have never before been made public, this is the incredible true story of one of the most fascinating yet misunderstood figures in the history of popular music. 16 pages, many color. 478 pages. Jawbone. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ 3859995 FORTUNATE SON: My Life, My Music. By John Fogerty with J. McDonough. Told in the frank and soulful voice that made his music so powerful, the creative force behind Creedence Clearwater Revival traces the hard-won revival of a solo artist, reminding us that, beyond— or perhaps because of—his musical genius, he is a complex artist—one of the greatest American contemporary artists. Photos. 498 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $30.00 $16.95

★ 5851922 PRINCE—CHAPTER AND VERSE: A Life in Photographs. By BobCole. This beautifully illustrated volume pays homage to the uniquely talented artist. A four-page spread pays tribute to Prince’s stories, through conversations he has had with the people who knew him well. His portrait of the singer living in a state of flux at last reveals its mystery and melancholy. Correcting a false perception of Prince as a prodigy, this book tells the story of one of the most prominent voices in contemporary American poetry. 64 pages. 5¼x11¼. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

★ 7876468 JERRY LEWIS: His Own Story. By Jerry Brag. For the first time Lewis’ story is told in full, as he shared it over two years with Pulitzer Prize-winning writer Rick Bragg. In a narrative rich with atmosphere and anecdote, we watch Jerry Lee emerge from the fields and levees of Louisiana to worldwide fame. 32 pages of photos. 478 pages. Jawbone. Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00 $14.95


★ 2725134 DANCING BAREFOOT: The Patti Smith Story. By Dave Thompson. A measured, accurate, and enthusiastic account of Smith’s career. Guided by interviews with those who have known her—including Ivan Kral, Tom Verlaine, Richard Lloyd, Julie Stein, and Jim Carroll—it relies most of all on Patti’s own words. Photos. 294 pages. Chicago Review. Pub. at $24.95 $5.95

★ 4571169 ROBERT PLANT: The Voice That Sailed the Zeppelin. By Dave Thompson. This biography follows Plant on two of his tours: one through his heights of fame with rock colossus Led Zeppelin and another through his second life as a multimillion-selling solo artist. Includes excerpts from Thompson’s own conversations with Plant’s friends and associates. 16 pages of photos. 256 pages. Backbeat Books. Pub. at $27.99 $4.95

★ 4535421 IT’S ONLY ROCK ‘N’ ROLL: 30 Years Married to a Rolling Stone. By Jo Wood. In this wild portrait of one of the biggest rock bands in history, Jo Wood comes clean about her three decades as the girlfriend and eventually the wife of Rolling Stones guitarist Ronnie Wood. She vividly describes life on tour, in the studio, at the parties, and every raucous moment in between. Book Club Edition. 16 pages of photos, most color. 317 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.99 $4.95


★ 5859153 SAXOPHONE COLOSSUS: A Portrait of Sonny Rollins. Text by Bob Blumenthal, photos by J. Abbott. This intimate appreciation in pictures and words combines the images of John Abbott, who as Rollins’ photographer of choice for the past twenty years has captured the saxophonist at home and at work, and the essays of Bob Blumenthal, a jazz critic who has chronicled Rollins and his art for nearly four decades. 160 pages. Palazzo. Pub. at $10.00 $9.95

★ 5822580 BORN TO RUN. By Bruce Springsteen. Rarely has a performer told his own story with such force and sweep. Like many of Springsteen’s songs, his autobiography is written with the lyricism of a singular songwriter and the wisdom of a man who has thought deeply about his experiences. He shares it all—growing up Catholic in Freehold, New Jersey; the bracing skeptical passion that in his youth happened to be one of the most prominent voices in contemporary American poetry. 268 pages. Harper. Pub. at $24.99 $6.95

★ 367507X SINATRA: The Chairman. By James Kaplan. Following Sinatra from the mid-1950s to his death in 1998, Kaplan uncovers the man behind the myth, revealing by turns the peerless singer, the sometimes powerful actor, the business mogul, the tireless lover—and—of course—the close associate of the powerful and the infamous. Photos. 979 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $35.00 $24.95

★ 5847559 SINATRA: The Chairman. By James Kaplan. Following Sinatra from the mid-1950s to his death in 1998, Kaplan uncovers the man behind the myth, revealing by turns the peerless singer, the sometimes powerful actor, the business mogul, the tireless lover—and—of course—the close associate of the powerful and the infamous. 979 pages. Doubleday. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00 $14.95

★ 573858X LENNON LEGEND: An Illustrated Life of John Lennon. By James Henke. Rare and remarkable slipcased monograph tells the story of Lennon’s life, from his early life and art and singing “Imagine.” Slipcased. 64 pages. Chronicled. 10x10%. Pub. at $40.00 $14.95

6256918 GOD SAVE THE KINKS. By Rob Jovanovic. Drawing on fresh interviews with former band members and key collaborators, this behind-the-scenes biography explores a much-neglected chapter in rock history and lays bare the story of a band who made the Sixties swing, starting with their first breakthrough hit, You Really Got Me. 16 pages of photos, some in color. 370 pages. Aurum. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

2724685 TOM JONES: The Life. By Sean Smith. Chronicles the dramatic journey of Tommy Woodward, the young man who would grow up to become Tom Jones. From his early battle with tuberculosis to succeeding on the bolero front, Smith tells the story of the man who made the Sixties swing, starting with their first major hit, You Really Got Me. You Really Got Me. 16 pages of photos, some in color. 370 pages. Aurum. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

4541227 TOM JONES: The Life. By Sean Smith. Chronicles the dramatic journey of Tommy Woodward, the young man who would grow up to become Tom Jones. From his early battle with tuberculosis to succeeding on the bolero front, Smith tells the story of the man who made the Sixties swing, starting with their first major hit, You Really Got Me. 16 pages of photos, some in color. 370 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $27.99. $21.95

4638557 BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN AND THE PROMISE OF ROCK ‘N’ ROLL. By Marc Dolan. Whether describing his father’s job in a factory, doomed small town romances, or the incline longing to get out and start a new life, this examination reveals rock ’n’ roll’s ultimate potential: to not just be a successful product, not just a vehicle for rebellion but a way to envision a better society. Photos. 32 pages. Crown. Pub. at $26.00. $16.95

5847508 NOT DEAD YET: THE MEMOIR. By Phil Collins. Collins pulls no punches about himself, his life, or the ecstasy and heartbreak that’s inspired his music. In this much-anticipated memoir, the mandolin, wittily, unvarnished story of the songs and shows, the hits and pans, his marriages and divorces, and the ascents to the top of the charts and into the tabloid headlines. Photos. Many in color. 371 pages. Crown. Pub. at $29.95. $17.95

4541225 GIRL IN A BAND. By Kim Gordon. Filled with the sights and sounds of a pre-Internet world and a deeply personal portrait of a woman who has been an icon, Gordon explores the artists, musicians, and writers who influenced her and the relationship that defined her life for so long. Photos. 273 pages. Dey Street. Pub. at $27.99. $8.95

5750245 GIRL IN A BAND. By Kim Gordon. Filled with the sights and sounds of a pre-Internet world and a deeply personal portrait of a woman who has been an icon, Gordon explores the artists, musicians, and writers who influenced her and the relationship that defined her life for so long. Photos. 273 pages. Dey Street. Pub. at $27.99. $8.95

4578863 JONI MITCHELL: In Her Own Words. By Malika Marot. Based on a series of conversations ranging through four decades of friendship, Joni and Malika discuss childhood and aging, love and loss, acclaim and criticism, poverty and affluence, illness, and most in color. 295 pages. ECW Press. Import. Pub. at $21.95. $16.95

6311916 ANYONE WHO HAD A HEART: My Life and Music. By Burt Bacharach with R. Greenfield. Over the past six decades, Bacharach’s legendary songwriting has touched millions of devoted listeners all over the world. Now, in one inspiring memoir, the renowned musician offers a frank and riveting account of his life and the stories behind the hits. 16 pages of photos. 291 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. $4.95

5850789 NOQUARTER: The Three Lives of Jimmy Page. By Martin Power. Using new and exclusive interviews, Power tells the story of Jimmy Page’s long career. Opening in the early ‘60s session scene, the author goes on to explore Page’s time in the Yardbirds, the band that would transfigure into the legendary Led Zeppelin. It was the band that dominated the rock world for 12 years. Photos, many in color. 698 pages. Overlook. Pub. at $35.00. $24.95

4561555 MJ: The Genius of Michael Jackson. By Steve Jovovich. Drawing on fresh interviews with former band members and key collaborators, this behind-the-scenes biography explores a much-neglected chapter in rock history and lays bare the story of a band who made the Sixties swing, starting with their first breakthrough hit, You Really Got Me. 16 pages of photos, some in color. 370 pages. Aurum. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

5851922 COMING THROUGH SLAUGHTER. By Michael Ondaatje. Set against the first flush of the jazz era in New Orleans, this fictionalized meditation chronicles the life, the art, the mystery and the madness of Buddy Bolden, the father of New Orleans jazz and the forerunner of all the Creoles. 494 pages. Touchstone. Orig. Pub. at $28.00. $3.95

5812046 GIRL IN A BAND. By Kim Gordon. Filled with the sights and sounds of a pre-Internet world and a deeply personal portrait of a woman who has become an icon. Gordon explores the artists, musicians, and writers who influenced her and the relationship that defined her life for so long. Photos. 273 pages. Dey Street. Pub. at $14.99. $5.95

5750245 GIRL IN A BAND. By Kim Gordon. Filled with the sights and sounds of a pre-Internet world and a deeply personal portrait of a woman who has become an icon. Gordon explores the artists, musicians, and writers who influenced her and the relationship that defined her life for so long. Photos. 273 pages. Dey Street. Pub. at $14.99. $5.95


2774685 TOM JONES: The Life. By Sean Smith. Chronicles the dramatic journey of Tommy Woodward, the young man who would grow up to become Tom Jones. From his early battle with tuberculosis to succeeding on the bolero front for several years, Smith tells the story of the man who made the Sixties swing, starting with their first major hit, You Really Got Me. You Really Got Me. 16 pages of photos, some in color. 370 pages. Aurum. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

5751942 AN ACCIDENTAL MUSICIAN: The Autobiography of Judy Dyble. By Dave Thompson. A saga of love, loss and laughter that begins with the history of the early 60s UK rock bands and continues right up to the present day, in the company of Richard Thompson, Ashley Hutchings, and many more. 16 pages of photos, some color. 227 pages. Touchstone. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $24.95. $19.95

5853322 BRUCE. By Peter Ames Carlin. This biography of one of America’s greatest musicians is the first in 25 years to be written with Springsteen himself. With access to the artist, his family, and band members, including Clarence Clemons in his last major interview, Carlin presents an intimate and vivid portrait of the icon. Book Club Edition. 16 pages of photos, some color. 494 pages. Touchstone. Orig. Pub. at $28.00. $3.95

5795142 BLUETRACK HIGHWAY. By Paul Menta. Captures the thrill of the Twin Cities when an audience still perceives them, his output full of W. Somerset Maugham, and as an influential cultural figure he has no rival. He is Noel Coward, and in this volume, his fascinating story comes to life in words, photographs, and an impressive collection of memorabilia. Photos. 415 pages. André Deutsch. 9½x11. Import. Pub. at $50.00. $11.95

4520017 FLORENCE! FOSTER! JENNINGS!!! The Life of the World’s Worst Opera Singer. By Daryl W. Bullock. In this sparkling biography, Bullock shares the story of how the socially financed your own meteoric rise to success, championed by her adoring friends, long-suffering accompanist, and devoted husband/manager St. Clair Bayfield, who stood by his wife’s side through every sharp note and shielded her from her harshest critics. Photos. 198 pages. Overlook. Pub. at $24.95. $17.95
Adventurers & Explorers

**5731364** EYE OF A HUNDRED MIDDNGHTS: The Star-Crossed Love Story of Two WWII Correspondents and Their Epic Escape Across the Pacific. By Bill Lascher. An entralling saga of love, adventure, and danger, chronicling the unforgettable true story of journalist Melville and Annalene Jacoby. Having just married mere days after attack on Pearl Harbor, the Japs embarked on an island-hopping run for their lives across the Pacific after the fall of Manila during World War Two. Photos. 408 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $26.99 $19.95

**4638840** ICE CAPTAIN: The Life of J.R. Stenhouse. By Stephen Haxledsey. This biography brings Captain J. R. Stenhouse’s adventures together for the first time, making it a must-read for anyone interested in Antarctic exploration and the heroism of a bygone era. Photos, 238 pages. Sutton Publishing. Import. $7.95

**583788X** EAT PRAY LOVE MADE ME DO IT. By Rebecca Asher et al. In the ten years since its debut, Elizabeth Gilbert’s Eat Pray Love has inspired millions of readers to set out on journeys they never thought possible. In this collection, nearly 50 of those readers share their stories of transformation—at times hilarious and heartbreakening, but always inspiring, 220 pages. Riverhead. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $6.95

**5822598** I HAD TO SURVIVE: How a Plane Crash in the Andes Inspired My Calling to Save Lives. By R. Canessa & P. Vierci. On October 13th, 1972, a Uruguayan Air Force plane carrying members of the Old Christians rugby team crashed in the Andes. It was a turning point for R. Canessa’s heartrending recollection of that harrowing brink-of-death experience—one that would propel him to become one of the world’s leading pediatric cardiologists. 16 pages of photos, some color. 290 pages. Alina. Pub. at $26.00 $18.95

**5772005** PHENOMENAL: A Humanitarian’s Search for Wonder in the Natural World. By Leigh Ann Henion. Children have the ability to marvel over simple things in nature. Yet, as adults, our experience of the world has the power to rob us of the wonder and joy. Herein, Henion shares her journey to reawaken her sense of wonder with eclipses, auroras, volcanoes, and other natural phenomena. 276 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95


**8191884** BETWEEN MAN AND BEAST: An Unlikely Explorer, the Evolution Debates, and the African Adventure That Took the Victorian World by Storm. By Monte Reel. The extraordinary story of Paul Du Chaill, a young man who emerged from the jungles of Africa with evidence of a mysterious, still-mythical beast (the gorilla) only to stumble straight into the center of the biggest debate of the day. Darwin’s theory of evolution. Book Club Edition. Illus. 331 pages. Doubleday Paperbound. $2.95

**5741564** WELCOME TO THE GODDAMN ICE CUBE: Chasing Fear and Finding Home in the Great White North. By Blair Braverman. By age 18, Braverman had traded her California home for the Arctic. Norway to learn to drive sled dogs, and found work as a tour guide on a glacier in Alaska. By turns funny and sobering, bold and tender, this is her adventure—a reverie. Braverman discovered she could only determine to develop the strength and resilience that the frozen north demands. 274 pages. Eco. Pub. at $25.99 $18.95


**5751721** THE ART OF EXILE: A Vagabond Life. By John Freely. An unorthodox depiction of the eight decades the city of New York to the corridors of provincial campus life; from WWII in the Pacific to the shores of the Bosphorus: and from Ancient Troy to the isles of Dionysus and Ariadne. A remarkable Odyssey that has spanned nine decades, several continents and one great love. Photos. 240 pages. I.B. Tauris. Pub. at $24.95 $16.95

NEW! **5855209** THE VOYAGE OF THE ROSE CITY. By John Moynihan. A few years after Moynihan died in his early forties, his mother printed his journal illustrated with drawings from his notebooks. An honestly written story of a boy’s coming into manhood at sea, this narrative is a taut, thrilling tale of adventure of a lifetime. 256 pages. Spiegel & Grau. Pub. at $22.00 $17.95

**4602609** THE NORTH RUNNER. By R.D. Lawrence. The story of biologist, R. D. Lawrence, and his wolf-dog Yukon’s remarkable journey in the wilds of remote British Columbia. Working as a team, they explore hundreds of miles, survive the rigors of the wilderness and encounter the natural world in all its grandeur and brutality. Photos. 183 pages. Natural History. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $12.95

**3663973** DIRT WORK: An Education in the Woods. By Christine By. She first joined the Glacier National Park trail crew for a paycheck, a summer diversion, and a break from “the real world” before graduate school. But what she found was something much more demanding, more pressing, more real than she ever imagined. Here she offers her contemplative but unsentimental look at the pleasures of labor in the wilderness. 231 pages. Beacon. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

**5476128** THE LIFE OF A SAILOR. By Frederick Chamier. Often presented as fiction but fully corroborated by his service records, this classic adventure account tracks Chamier’s exciting career as a naval officer of the 19th-century sea. His is a riveting journey swimming with action-packed raids, lethal combat, and unforgettable characters. 230 pages. Monte Reel. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $12.95

**2763745** OFF THE PLANET: Surviving Five Perilous Months Aboard the Space Station Mir. By Jerry M. Linenger. Recounts his stay aboard the Russian Space Station, reminiscent of six school buses hooked together, for 132 days. Chronicles the crew’s heroic day to day struggle to keep themselves alive. 260 pages. McMillan. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.00 $19.95

**1857541** THE VAST UNKNOWN: America’s First Ascent of Everest. By Broughton Coburn. Offers a harrowing, character-driven account of this momentous ascent and its legendary team of insomniac trolls, new styles, and an amazing investigation of the expedition’s little-known outcome: the planting of a CIA surveillance device to spy on China, where nuclear missile testing was underway, 300 pages. Harcourt. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $12.95

**4548992** BULLS BEFORE BREAKFAST: Running with Bulls and Celebrating Fiesta de San Fermin in Pamplona, Spain. By Peter N. Milligan. Provides a heady, hilarious, and insightful guide to the annual Running of the Bulls in Pamplona, Spain. Part memoir and part travel guide, it charts Milligan’s adventure with his brother in the region, with the bulls and exploring the city, the countryside, and the mysteries therein. Color photos. 298 pages. Pub. at $27.99 $19.95

**1873857** SCOTT OF THE ANTARCTIC: We Shall Die Like Gentlemen. By Sue Blackhall. With new research into the polar expedition that took his four others’ lives, Captain Robert Falcon Scott CVO has long been revered as an iconic British hero. Now, Blackhall scrutinizing the extent to which Scott is personally culpable. Photos. 170 pages. Pen & Sword. Import. Pub. at $19.95 $13.95

**3672530** ROW FOR FREEDOM: Crossing an Ocean in Search of Hope. By Julia Immonen with C. Borlase. Chronicles Immonen’s journey across the Pacific detailing the grueling, peril-filled crossing, his notebooks. An honestly written story of a boy’s coming into manhood at sea, this narrative is a taut, thrilling tale of adventure of a lifetime. 256 pages. Spiegel & Grau. Pub. at $22.00 $17.95

**3672530** ROW FOR FREEDOM: Crossing an Ocean in Search of Hope. By Julia Immonen with C. Borlase. Chronicles Immonen’s journey across the Pacific detailing the grueling, peril-filled crossing, his notebooks. An honestly written story of a boy’s coming into manhood at sea, this narrative is a taut, thrilling tale of adventure of a lifetime. 256 pages. Spiegel & Grau. Pub. at $22.00 $17.95

**3672530** ROW FOR FREEDOM: Crossing an Ocean in Search of Hope. By Julia Immonen with C. Borlase. Chronicles Immonen’s journey across the Pacific detailing the grueling, peril-filled crossing, his notebooks. An honestly written story of a boy’s coming into manhood at sea, this narrative is a taut, thrilling tale of adventure of a lifetime. 256 pages. Spiegel & Grau. Pub. at $22.00 $17.95

**3672530** ROW FOR FREEDOM: Crossing an Ocean in Search of Hope. By Julia Immonen with C. Borlase. Chronicles Immonen’s journey across the Pacific detailing the grueling, peril-filled crossing, his notebooks. An honestly written story of a boy’s coming into manhood at sea, this narrative is a taut, thrilling tale of adventure of a lifetime. 256 pages. Spiegel & Grau. Pub. at $22.00 $17.95

**3672530** ROW FOR FREEDOM: Crossing an Ocean in Search of Hope. By Julia Immonen with C. Borlase. Chronicles Immonen’s journey across the Pacific detailing the grueling, peril-filled crossing, his notebooks. An honestly written story of a boy’s coming into manhood at sea, this narrative is a taut, thrilling tale of adventure of a lifetime. 256 pages. Spiegel & Grau. Pub. at $22.00 $17.95

St. Martin’s. Pub. at $31.95 $24.95
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By Paul B. Alexander. Covering the exciting life of this humble Scottish humanitarians that became a battle for survival. After a number of devastating personal disasters, he documented them in a secret notebook from which he later wrote his memoirs. His writing contained many well-observed tales of his life aboard the HMS Diaries, recounting and retelling David Livingstone’s life, focusing on his adventures and explorations, highlighting his exploits in scientific discovery over one of the most important facets of the narrative: his advocacy for abolishing slavery. 275 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

2750643 THROUGH ICE AND FIRE: A Russian Arctic Convoy Diary 1942. By Leonard H. Thomas. In 1942, Leonard H. Thomas embarked on the Russian Arctic convoys, keeping a secret notebook from which he later wrote his memoirs. His writing contained many well-observed tales of life aboard the HMS Ulster Queen, and detailed the hardships that he and his fellow men faced. Here his daughter Leona has collected and edited his poignant account in the form of 16 pages of photos. Fonthill Media. Import. Pub. at $34.95


1245972 NAVIGATING GRACE: A Solo Voyage of Survival and Redemption. By Jeff Jay. An intense account of a solo sailing journey that became a battle for survival. After a number of devastating personal losses, Jay set out to sea in an old sloop named “Lifeboat.” When a winter storm tossed him into a weeklong fight for survival on the open sea, only divine intervention could have saved him. Jay’s story is also the story of his personal transformation. Photos. 380 pages. Hazlewood. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

3688754 ALONE ON THE WALL. By Alex Honnold with D. Roberts. One of the most famous adventure athletes in the world recounts the seven most astonishing climbing achievements so far in his career. In The Man Who Climbed Everest, he narrates the drama of each climb, along with reflective passages that illuminate the inner workings of his perceptive and discerning mind. 16 pages of color photos. 232 pages. Norton. Import. Pub. at $16.95

6525644 DAVID LIVINGSTONE: Africa’s Greatest Explorer. By Paul B. Alexander. Covers the exciting life of this humble Scottish missionary who became Africa’s most famous explorer, considering the impact of his legacy through to the modern day. But even more compelling, Baily examines his relationship with his wife and children, the main catalyst of his endless explorations. 320 pages. Fonthill. Import. Pub. at $40.00

1883739 PATRICK LEIGH FERGUS: An Adventure. By Artemis Cooper. Drawing on years of interviews with Leigh Fergus and his closest friends, Cooper documents the wild and inspiring life of this extraordinary man, spanning in France and Greece, his iconic works like A Time of Gifts; Between the Woods and the Water; and Broken Road. Photos. 448 pages. New York Review of Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95


3602761 THE DARING HEART OF DAVID LIVINGSTONE: Exile, African Slavery, and the Publicity Stunt That Saved Millions. By Leona J. Thomas. In 1942, Leonard H. Thomas embarked on the Russian Arctic convoys, keeping a secret notebook from which he later wrote his memoirs. His writing contained many well-observed tales of his life aboard the HMS Diaries, recounting and retelling David Livingstone’s life, focusing on his adventures and explorations, highlighting his exploits in scientific discovery over one of the most important facets of the narrative: his advocacy for abolishing slavery. 275 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

2702797 SHOW ME A HERO: The Sin of Richard Byrd JNR. By Jeremy Scott. The “Roaring Twenties” brought the Jazz Age, flappers, prohibition—and a perilous new race to the top: the quest to be the first to fly to the North Pole. This is the breathless chronicle of Roald Amundsen and Richard Byrd, competitors in a grueling challenge that promised certain death. Photos. 278 pages. Bileback. Import. Pub. at $24.95

1883740 LOOSE GIRL: A Memoir of Promiscuity. By Kelly Cohen. This captivating memoir centers on the author’s dark and promiscuous way of life and how she gradually found her way toward real intimacy. Reveals the story of addiction, not just to sex but also to male attention. 224 pages. Hyperion. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99

2720620 ANGEL OF BATAAN: The Life of a World War II Army Nurse in the War Zone and at Home. By Walter M. MacDougall. This is Alice Bannister’s story, her growth as a nurse in a war-torn town, her commitment to the profession of nursing, and her immersion in World War II—including Manila, Bataan, Corregidor, and three long, hungry years when she was held prisoner by the Japanese. Photos. 1976 pages. HarperOne. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

2709921 THE ASTRONAUT WIVES CLUB: A True Story. By Lily Koppel. As America’s Mercury Seven astronauts were launched on death-defying missions, their young wives’ lives were transformed into one large soap opera—and as the astronauts rose—and as divorce and tragic death began to touch their lives—the women continued to rally together. Here Koppel tells the real story of the wives who stood beside some of the most famous personalities in American history. 316 pages. Bantam. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.00

366371X AMERICAN QUEEN: The Rise and Fall of Kate Chase Sprague, Civil War “Belle of the North” and Gilded Age Woman of Scandal. By Langdon Ullman. Kate Chase Sprague was the glamorous daughter of Salmon P. Chase, Lincoln’s treasury secretary. Kate Chase’s dramatic story is one of ambition and tragedy set against the seductive allure of the Civil War. As the world’s most famous personalitites, the women continued to rally together. Here Koppel tells the real story of the wives who stood beside some of the most famous personalities in American history. 8 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $25.99

4027673 CRITICAL CARE: A New Nurse Faces Death, Life, and Everything in Between. By Theresa Brown. With great compassion and a disarming sense of humor, Brown shares the trials and triumphs of her patients and comes to realize that caring for a patient means much more than simply treating a disease. Deeply moving and inspiring, her story sheds light on the inevitable mortality and meaning in our lives. 190 pages. HarperOne. Pub. at $19.99

7671423 PHILEMONA: The Poignant True Story of a Mother and the Son She Had to Give Away. By Martin Sixsmith. As a teenager in Ireland in 1952, Phillomena Lee got pregnant and was forced to give up her baby to a convent—a “fallen woman.” For three years after her son was born she cared for him there. Then the Church took him away and sold him, quite countless others, for adoption in America. This is the story of Philemona and her son, Bao, and how both have come to terms with their past.

570393X CLEOPATRA: A Life. By Stacey Schiff. The Pulitzer Prize-winning biographer brings to life the most intriguing woman in the history of the world: Cleopatra, the last queen of Egypt. Rich in detail, epic in scope, this account is at once an enthralling story of a dazzling life, 16 pages of photos. 420 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

4584848 THE LIFE AND LEGENDS OF CALAMITY JANE. By Richard W. Etulain. A lively, concise and exhaustively researched biography traces the real Calamity Jane from the Missouri farm where she was born to the Nazis by the two men she loved, yet transformed into royalty. As the ir celebrity rose—and as divorce and tragic death began to touch their lives—the women continued to rally together. Here Koppel tells the real story of the wives who stood beside some of the most famous personalities in American history. 8 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $25.99

5774611 DANCING WITH THE ENEMY. By Paul Glaser. Tells the gripping story of the author’s aunt, a Jewish dance instructor who was betrayed to the Nazis by the two men she loved, the mlad managed to survive WWII by teaching dance to the SS at Auschwitz. Her epic life becomes a window to the Nazis by the two men she loved, the mlad managed to survive WWII by teaching dance to the SS at Auschwitz. Her epic life becomes a window to the Nazi’s sadistic world. Photos. 305 pages. Sphere. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99

5707270 DANCING WITH THE ENEMY. By Paul Glaser. Tells the gripping story of the author’s aunt, a Jewish dance instructor who was betrayed to the Nazis by the two men she loved, the mlad managed to survive WWII by teaching dance to the SS at Auschwitz. Her epic life becomes a window to the Nazi’s sadistic world. Photos. 305 pages. Sphere. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99
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3650314 CUT ME LOOSE: Sin and Salvation After My Ultra-Orthodox Girlhood. By Leah Vincent. Born into a fundamentalist sect of ultra-Orthodox Jews, the author worked to worship two things: God and the men who ruled her world. But when she was caught exchanging letters with a male friend at age 16, her parents cast her out of New York City, where she felt like a promiscuous and self-destructive swirl. Now she shares the struggle of finding herself in this powerful memoir. 228 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $29.95 $4.95

2454181 THE FASTING GIRL: A True Victorian Medical Mystery. By Michelle Stacey. Investigates the true story of Mollie Fancher, who in 1841 was fungiform and unable to live on air. For over a decade, she ate practically nothing. 336 pages. Fawcett. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95 $3.95


5839432 THE QUEEN OF THE RING: Sex, Muscles, Diamonds, and the Making of an American Legend. By Jeff Leen. Tells the astounding but little-known story of Mildred Burke, the longest reigning women’s wrestling champion. The author pulls back the curtain on a forgotten era of American history: a time when a petite Midwesterner used her beauty and her brawn to captivate audiences around the globe and dominate America’s most masculine sport. 16 pages of photos. 416 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $30.00 $4.95

4656188 EVERYBODY’S GOT SOMETHING. By Robin Roberts with V. Chambers. The beloved Good Morning America anchor recounts her incredible journey. With grace, heart, and humor, she mingles stories of addiction and recovery, and beyond. With triumph—her return to TV and the tremendous support of love and family and friends. 16 pages of color photos. 263 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $27.00 $4.95

5743141 SOLDIER GIRLS: The Battles of Three Women at Home and at War. By Helen Thorpe. With intimate detail, humor, sensitivity, and insight, Thorpe shows us what it is to be a woman surrounded and far outnumbered by men; embedded in a male culture; and looked upon as both alien and highly desirable. 456 pages. Oxford. Pub. at $35.00 $4.95

3650901 WONDROUS BEAUTY: The Life and Adventures of Elizabeth Patterson Bonaparte. By Carol Berkin. Chronicles the audacious, outsized life of Elizabeth Patterson Bonaparte, renowned as the most beautiful woman of 19th-century Baltimore, whose marriage in 1803 to Jerome Bonaparte, the youngest brother of Napoleon Bonaparte, became international and enabled the Bonaparte family to romance the rich and powerful among the histories of the U.S., France, and England. Color photos. 237 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $27.95 SOLD OUT

5743001 MY JOURNEY. By Donna Karan with K. Boyes. Karan offers a candid memoir and shares intimate details about her lonely childhood, her rise to fame, and her failed marriage in her quest for acceptance and spiritual peace. Well illus., many in color. 363 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $30.00 $4.95

3610136 IMPAIRED: A Nurse’s Story of Addiction and Recovery. By Patricia Holloran. On June 28, 1996, Holloran was accused of giving a child the wrong drugs by hospital administration. Within days, she would lose her job and be reported to the state nursing board, which threatened to revoke her license. So begins this tale of a nurse’s remarkable journey from addiction to recovery, and beyond. 337 pages. Kaplan. Pub. at $24.95 $3.95


5854455 THE SCARLET SISTERS: Sex, Scuffal, and Scandal in the Gilded Age. By Myra Cohn Livingston. A fresh look at the lives and relationships of Victoria Woodhull and Tennie Claflin, two sisters whose radical views on sex, love, politics, and business threatened the white male power structure of the nineteenth century and shocked the world. 16 pages of photos. 398 pages. Twelve. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $5.95

4578764 GEORGE WASHINGTON’S BEAUTIFUL NELLY. Ed. by Patricia Brady. The quintessential southern lady, Eleanor Parke Custis Lewis, was the youngest brother of Napoleon Bonaparte, became a midwife in London’s postwar East End slums. The colorful characters she meets while delivering babies illuminate a fascinating time in history, and the strength of remarkable midwives. 340 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $5.95

7551800 ANN THE WORD: The Story of Ann Lee, Female Messiah, Mother of the Shakers, the Woman Clothed with the Sun. By Richard Francis. The first biography of one of the most remarkable figures in Western culture. 368 pages. Arcade. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95


510144 THE IRON LADY: Margaret Thatcher, from Grocer’s Daughter to Prime Minister. By John Campbell. From her humble, small-town upbringing in Grantham to her role as Britain’s first female prime minister, to her dramatic fall from grace after more than three decades of service, this biography delves into the story of this fascinating woman’s life as never before. 564 pages. Penguin. $4.95
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5835941 AMERICA'S QUEEN: The Life of Joanna of Arc. By Anna Elizabeth Dickinson. Illustrated. Benedict Arnold and Henry Knox respectively, and one of the most courageous women in history. 272 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $27.95

5871903 BREAKING THE SILENCE. By Casey Deatherage. A child of the Rhodesian wars and daughter of two deeply complicated parents, Fuller is no stranger to pain. The disintegration of her marriage leaves her shattered and she finally confronts the tough questions about her past, about the American man she married, and the family she left behind in Africa. Her memoir is filled with intelligence, wit and courage. Penguin. Paperbound. $11.95

5889620 I'LL DRINK TO THAT. By Betty Halbreich with Rebecca Paley. The fascinating story of a meticulous, impeccable, hardworking, elegant, and most importantly, delightfully funny woman. As a personal shopper for the luxury store Bergdorf Goodman, Halbreich has always been afraid to tell it to her clients straight. She won’t sell something just to sell it, and she helps women face their closet and their mirror every day. 320 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. $13.95


5790705 THE INVISIBLE WOMAN. By Claire Tomalin. This is the first comprehensive, biographical, and psychological study of the long-overdue light on the affair between Nelly Ternan and Charles Dickens. Blending social history and detective story, Tomalin provides new insight into the female experience of the Victorian era. 504 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. $11.95

4615204 HISSING COUNSES: The Lifelong Rivalry of Eleanor Roosevelt and Alice Roosevelt Longworth. By Mary Mann Hamilton. Presents a lively, provocative double biography of two extraordinary first cousins whose tangled lives provide a sweeping look at the 20th century. Vivid, intimate, and stylishly written, it studies a pair of powerful trailblazers who short-circuited the rigid gender and power, each in her own way. Photos. 332 pages. Anchor. Paperbound. At $16.00 $11.95

4617874 THE GIRL WHO LOVED CAMELIAS: The Life and Legend of Marie Duplessis. By Jackie Langahan. Tells the astonishing and true story of Marie Duplessis, the courtesan who inspired an Guiseppe Verdi’s La Traviata. Kavanagh re-creates the short, intense, and passionate life of the tall, pale, slender girl who at 13 fied her brute of a brother and took on the world where she would become one of the grand courtesans of the 1840s. 16 pages of photos, some in color. 288 pages. Knopf. $27.95 $6.95

5993322 PAID FOR: My Journey Through Prostitution. By Rachel Moran. Homeless at the age of 14, Moran was driven into prostitution to survive. With intelligence and empathy, she now opens up about her experiences.***Working the streets, the psychological damage that accompanies prostitution, and its lingering impact long after her escape at 22 years old. 295 pages. Norton. Paperbound. At $15.95 $11.95


5929660 SHAMELESS: The Visionary Life of Mary Gove Nichols. By Jean L. Silver-Isenstadt. Though little known today, Mary Gove Nichols was one of the most courageous women in history. In recounting her mother's life and work, Fuller is no stranger to pain. The disintegration of her marriage leaves her shattered and she finally confronts the tough questions about her past, about the American man she married, and the family she left behind in Africa. Her memoir is filled with intelligence, wit and courage. Penguin. Paperbound. $11.95


5764085 THE LADY QUEEN: The Notorious Reign of Joanna I, Queen of Naples, Jerusalem, and Sicily. By Nancy Goldstone. The history of a queen, a shocking murder, a papal trial, and a reign as triumphant as any in the Middle Ages. Joanna I of Sicily became the only female monarch of her day to rule in her own name, and one of the most courageous women in history. Color illus. 365 pages. Walker. Paperbound. $27.00 $4.95

5792006 A WORLD ELSEWHERE: An Orator, Writer, and Actress, who rose to fame during the Civil War and inspired Guiseppe Verdi’s La Traviata. Stevens built the Thistle Stop Cafe to employ women trafficking are linked by oppression and the opiate wars. She also sweeps the reader into the world of tea itself. 226 pages. Illus. 262 pages. Oxford. Paperbound. At $30.00 $4.95

5781965 LEAVING BEFORE THE RAINS COME. By Alexandra Fuller. A child of the Rhodesian wars and daughter of two deeply complicated parents, Fuller is no stranger to pain. The disintegration of her marriage leaves her shattered and she finally confronts the tough questions about her past, about the American man she married, and the family she left behind in Africa. Her memoir is filled with intelligence, wit and courage. Penguin. Paperbound. $11.95

4464074 THE CATEchist: Xaviera Hollidays’ Life for Christ. By See more titles at erhbc.com/967
275648X BEATRICE’S SPELL: The Enduring Legend of Beatrice Cenci. By Belinda Jack. Fascinating study of a Renaissance tragedy that has haunted generations. Beatrice Cenci was executed under papal decree in Rome in September of 1599. Thought to be sixteen, she murdered her father, a member of one of the great Roman families, after being treated cruelly by him. Illus., 196 pages. Chatto & Windus. Import. $14.95


5743133 SHARDS. By Allison Moore with N. Woodruff. Moore was the star of her recruit class at the Maui Police Department and was quickly promoted to vice cop. But when a doomed love affair with another cop led Allison to seek a desperate escape, her life took a sudden and violent plunge. Her story spares no detail of the tangle of addiction and betrayal that cost Moore her career, her colleagues and the island that was once her paradise. 276 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

5852656 RED SORROW. By Helen Keller. Helen Keller offers a gut-wrenching portrayal not only of her own family’s travails in China but also of a society thrown into upheaval by the struggle for power at the highest levels of the state, scarring an entire generation. Photos. 275 pages. Arcade. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

4218882 HARRIET QUIMBY: Flying Like a Bird. By Mary White Ovington. Ovington’s candid memoir reveals a woman who defied the social restrictions placed on women of her generation, race, and class and became part of an inner circle that made the decisions for the NAACP in its first years. 304 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.95 $3.95

5832928 MY OWN WORDS. By Ruth Bader Ginsburg et al. The first book from Ginsburg since becoming a Supreme Court Justice in 2006, this memoir reveals a woman so fierce it strengthened them enough to live through both the best and most difficult parts of their lives. Flatiron Books. Pub. at $27.99 $7.95

5836301 HOMETOWN APPETITES: The Story of Clementine Paddleford, the Forgotten Food Guru. By K. Alexander & C. Harris. At the height of her career, Clementine Paddleford was as popular as Julia Child and as respected as James Beard. Today, she’s the most important food writer you’ve never heard of. This biography of this remarkable woman includes recipes. 16 pages of photos. 318 pages. Flatiron Books. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95

5805228 THE SOUND OF GRAVEL: A Memoir. By Ruth Wariner. A memoir of a woman, her dogs, and what can happen when someone puts herself in that place between daring and doubt, and soldiers on. Photos. 262 pages. HMH. Pub. at $25.00 $16.95

4613295 THE CIVIL WARS OF JULIA WILKINSON. By Debbie Showalter. For authorship of “Battle Hymn of the Republic” made her famous during the Civil War, but it was Howe’s personal war for women’s equality, intellectual freedom, pacifism and suffrage that made her a profoundly influential figure in social, philosophical and multi-faceted biography. Showalter restores Howe to the pantheon of feminist intellectuals who changed the world. Illus. 303 pages. S&S. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

5841089 MY CHARMED LIFE: A Memoir. By Bernice Bernstein. When the author’s mother passed away, her life was forever changed. In this frank, funny, and heartwarming memoir, Bernstein learns how to link together the memories of jewelry handed down to her by the woman who taught her how to love, overcome obstacles (and most importantly, accessorize). 305 pages. New American Library. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00 $5.95

4576470 FAST INTO THE NIGHT: A Woman, Her Dogs, and Their Journey North on the Iditarod Trail. By Debbie Clarke Moderow. Not your average musher. Moderow found herself less than 200 yards from the finish line when her dogs decided they didn’t want to run anymore. Not completing the race was nothing compared to the disappointment in having to tackle the Iditarod with her dog. An exquisite memoir of a woman, her dogs, and what can happen when someone puts herself in that place between daring and doubt, and soldiers on. Photos. 262 pages. HMH. Pub. at $25.00 $16.95


5832918 LADY BIRD: A Biography of Mrs. Johnson. By Jan Jarboe Russell. Draws from rare conversations with the former first lady to paint an intimate portrait of the private Lady Bird. Reveals her love of art and design, her inimitable style, her fierce loyalty to her husband Lyndon B. Johnson, his administration, and his country, 162 photos. 354 pages. Scribner. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.00 $13.95


5806968 THE DRUMMOND GIRLS: A Story of Fierce Friendship Beyond Time and Chance. By Jo Link. Do you ever wish you could ask a friend to write about their annual getaway? Link’s did, and what evolves is a narrative about an unforgettable friendship that time couldn’t touch. What happened on the annual getaway for over two decades was the forging of a love between two women so fierce it strengthened them enough to live through both the best and most difficult parts of their lives. Photos. 272 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $26.00 $4.95
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464764 THE MAN WITH THE BRANDED HAND: The Life of Jonathan Walker, Abolitionist. By Alvin F. Oickle. Relates the remarkable story of Jonathan Walker, who spent his life rescuing and sheltering slaves before he entered the Civil War and was branded, branded on his hand “SS,” slave stealer, and spending a year in prison, he continued to devote his life to the supposition that “all men are created equal.” Illus. 298 pages. Westholme. Pub. at $20.00.


584522X A CHANCE IN THE WORLD. By Steve Pemberton. The unbelievably true story of a wounded and broken boy destined to become a man of resilience, determination, and vision. Through it all, Pemberton’s story teaches us that no matter how broken past, no matter how great our fortunes, we have it in us to create a new beginning and to build a place where love awaits. 257 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99.

469464 IN A ROCKET MADE OF ICE: Among the Children of Wat Opot. By Gail Gutradt. Defying disaster, funny, and deeply moving, this is Gutradt’s inspiring true story of volunteering at an orphanage in rural Cambodia, of the children saved by this very special place, and of a woman’s transformation in trying to help them. Color. 322 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $25.95.


583516X A WARRIOR’S FAITH. By Robert W. Vera. Not a mere military biography, this is a firsthand account of the directed military change in a man who was transformed by God’s love, and who in turn transformed everyone around him. Rather than a tragic story of a wounded warrior, it’s a monument to a blinded hero who became a beacon of light for the despiring, and the proud. 271 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99.

5809888 A BACKPACK, A BEAR, AND EIGHT CRATES OF VODKA. By Lev Golinkin. Perfectly captures a chaotic moment and tells the story of a resilient and vulnerable boy’s personal struggle to integrate into the American culture, and his architecting tale of escape and survival, and a heartbreaking look at the life of a child caught in the last gasp of the USSR, and an investigation into the power of dreams and the search for belonging. 307 pages. Anchor. Pub. at $25.95.

580602X GOOD MOURNING: A Memoir. By Elizabeth Meyer with C. Moscatello. Part Gossip Girl, part Six Feet Under, this is Meyer’s funny, frank, and riveting account of how her beloved husband suffered from social suicide by taking a job at a legendary funeral home for the rich and famous. 286 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $28.00.


583996X HOPE UNSEEN. By Scott Snyder with D. Grantland. Delivers the powerful story of the U.S. Army’s first blind active-duty officer. Despite an attack that rendered him unable to see, Smiley has climbed Mount Rainier, won an ESPY as Best Outdoor Athlete, earned an MBA from Duke, commanded an army company, and won the Katherine Graham Leadership Award. His story is a testament of faith in the face of incredible odds unfurls here. Photos. 243 pages. Howard. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99.


3632881 MISTRESS PUSSY CAT: Adventures with Submissive Men in the World of Femdom. By Joyce Snyder. This BDSM expose, written as memoir, reveals the wild world of femdom: dominant females and the submissive guys who crave them. Snyder encounters dozens of fellows who want to be used and abused at the hands of a woman. She finds a multitude of men and discovers their erotic preference is more prevalent than she’d imagined. Adults only. 242 pages. Headpress. Paperback Import. Pub. at $17.95.

3641848 SMOKE GETS IN YOUR EYES: & Other Lessons from the Crematory. By Caitlin Doughty. A young mortician goes behind the scenes of her profession and reveals the world of femdom: dominant females and the submissive guys who crave them. Snyder encounters dozens of fellows who want to be used and abused at the hands of a woman. She finds a multitude of men and discovers their erotic preference is more prevalent than she’d imagined. Adults only. 242 pages. Headpress. Paperback Import. Pub. at $17.95.

3597210 DOCTORED: The Disillusionment of an American Physician, by Sandeep Jauhar. In his first book, Intern, Jauhar revealed the hardships and rewards of a medical education. In this follow-up, he portrays an alienation in a crisis of professions, revealing their disillusionment with the sobering truths of the medical field—and the consequences those truths could have for all of us. 268 pages. FSG. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00.


**5847219** MY FATHER, THE PHOTOGRAPHER. By Chris Offutt. When Andrew Offutt died, his son, Chris, inherited a desk, a rifle—and 800 pounds of pornographic fiction. Here Chris takes us on his strange and intriguing journey through his father’s myriad erotic works, in search of answers and insight from the man regarded as the “king of 20th-century sin.” 261 pages. Algon. Pub. at $26.00. $16.95

**589367X** THEOS BERNARD, THE WHITE LAMA: Tibet, Yoga, and American Religious Life. By Paul G. Hackett. Based on thousands of primary sources and rare archival materials, Hackett recounts the real story behind the purported adventures of this iconic figure and his role in the growth of America’s religious counterculture. Photos. 494 pages. Columbia. Pub. at $32.95. $8.95

**5833086** CHILDREN OF CATASTROPHE: Journey from a Palestinian Refugee Camp to Camp America. By Jamal Krayem Jr. This is Krayem’s tumultuous journey, from a childhood in a Palestinian refugee camp in Lebanon, through his emigration to the United States, to his ultimate return to a volatile homeland. The book is a parallel to the author’s story is that of the camp itself, culminating in its destruction at the hands of the Lebanese army. Photos. 208 pages. Gambi. Paperback Import. Pub. at $24.95. SOLD OUT

**5693319** THE MONEYMAKER. By Janet Gleeson. This humorous biography, Gleeson brings to life two fascinating characters who together would change the world we live in forever! John Law, and mercurial money itself. 272 pages. Bantam. $5.95

**7644744** MY BERLIN KITCHEN: A Love Story (with Recipes). By Luisa Weiss. Tells the story of how one thoroughly confused, kitchen-mad romantic broke off her engagement, quit her dream job, and went back to her childhood home in Berlin in search of happiness. 302 pages. Viking. Pub. at $24.95. SOLD OUT

**7587791** NEVER TURN YOUR BACK ON AN ANGUS COW: My Life as a Country Vet. By Jan Pol with D. Fisher. The star of National Geographic’s hit series The Incredible Dr. Pol shares his honest, heartwarming, and often hilarious stories of his four-decade career as a country vet. Photos. 275 pages. Gotham. Pub. at $27.00. SOLD OUT

**4588115** TELEGRAM FROM GUERNICA. By Nicholas Rankin. Detailed in this volume is the life of a classical scholar who fought against dictators and became a war correspondent. Reporting on several notable battles, he exposed the truth behind the Nazi bombing of Guernica in 1937. Joining the British Army in 1940, he pioneered front line psychological bombing of Guernica in 1937. Joining the British Army in 1940, he pioneered front line psychological operations in Africa and Asia. Photos. 400 pages. Faber & Faber. Paperback Import. $4.95

**3595722** THE GOOD DAUGHTER: A Memoir of My Mother’s Hidden Life. By Jasmin Darznik. This sweeping, poignant, and beautifully written memoir weaves the stories of three generations of Iranian women into a tale of one family’s struggle for freedom and beauty. The result is an enchanting and unforgettable story of understanding. The gripping story of one American lawyer’s battle to defend the rights of the poor farmers and indigenous tribes of the Amazon. Color photos. 447 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $28.99. PRICE CUT to $19.95

**454103** THE LIFE AND TIMES OF MARY VAUX WALCOTT. By Marjorie J. Goheen. The “Audubon of Botany,” Philadelphia Quaker Walcott was a gifted artist who catalogued North American wildflowers in skilled watercolors. She was catapulted to the highest levels of society and politics by a love, bold marriage to the secretary of the Treasury. Her life was a rich interweaving of religion, politics, science, and art. Illus., many in color. 176 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $24.99. $16.95

**4562308** CATHEDRAL OF THE WILD: An African Journey Home. By Boyd Varty. This story of transformation, which involves an intense spiritual quest, is based on the author’s travel to 25 of the most beautiful sites in the natural world. With conviction, hope, and humor, the author makes a passionate claim for the power of the wild to restore the human spirit. Color photos. 281 pages. Random. Pub. at $27.00. $5.95

**4588193** LYING. By Lauren Slater. Blending a coming of age story with an exploration of the nature of truth, Slater’s powerful and provocative memoir reveals the bond of trust, and the paradoxically aching openness of her youth, when after being diagnosed with a strange illness she developed seizures, neurological disturbances, and the compulsion to lie. 221 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00. $3.95


**4601211** DESIGNING UTOPIA: John Hargrave and the Kidbo Kilf. By Cathy Ross with O. Bennett. Relates the story of Hargrave and Kidbo Kilf, both of which have strong resonances in twenty-first-century debates about art, politics, individualism, anti-capitalism, nature and the environment. It’s also a story about English youth adapting to a new, new sense of possibilities in a global world. Fully illus., most in color. 178 pages. I.B. Tauris. 9x11. Paperback. Pub. at $40.00. PRICE CUT to $19.95

**5805759** BREAKING VEGAN. By Jordan Younger. The author reveals how vegans and vegans have been “healthy” dieting eventually led her to a diagnosis of a serious illness. She is now stuck in a complex, ultimately becomes dysfunctional, even dangerous. She candidly shares the experience of leaving veganism, and charts her personal story of recovery. Includes recipes. 208 pages. Fair Winds Press. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95. SOLD OUT

**4540557** OUT WITH IT: How Stuttering Helped Me Find My Voice. By Katherine Preston. The author began her seventeen-year battle with stuttering at the age of seven. Exhausted and humiliated, she traveled around America in search of a cure. After meeting hundreds of therapists—including psychologists, writers, and speech therapists—she found herself and learned how to embrace the voice from within. Here is her heartwarming memoir. 244 pages. Algon. Pub. at $15.00. $2.95

**3673952** THE PRIORITY LIST: A Teacher’s Final Quest to Discover Life’s Greatest Lessons. By David Menasce. Filled with a wide-eyed reverence for life, Menasce—a young teacher diagnosed with terminal cancer—set off on an audacious journey around the country, determined to visit all his students and speak to them about the true priorities of existence. Here he shares his story about love, kindness, gratitude, and miracles. 224 pages. S&S. Pub. at $24.00. $4.95
3652920 THE FAST TIMES OF ALBERT CHAMPION: From Record-Setting Racer to Dashing Tycoon, an Untold Story of Speed, Success, and Tragedy. By Peter Jaffe and Nye. Drawing on Champion’s personal scrapbook as well as those of his family members, this is the first major biography of this daring cyclist, car racer, and the first biography to innovate whose passion for speed helped define the character of the 20th century. Illus. 460 pages. Prometheus. Pub. at $26.00 $5.95

3630593 THE RISE OF ABRAHAM Cahan. By Seth Lipsky. Presents the first general-interest biography of the legendary editor of the Jewish Daily Forward, the newspaper of Yiddish-speaking immigrants that inspired, educated, and entertained millions of readers; helped redefine journalism during its golden age; and transformed Jewish-American culture. 16 pages of photos. 224 pages. Pomegranate. Pub. at $26.99 $4.95

5729653 THE HONORABLE PETER WHITE. By Ralph D. Williams. Originally printed in 1905, this is a biography and a sketch of the Lake Superior iron country. 205 pages. Freshwater. $7.95


4528990 SOUS CHEF: 24 Hours on the Line. By Michael Gibney. Offering a fly on the wall perspective on the food service industry, Gibney takes readers into the hidden world behind the kitchen doors during a 24 hour period. With grit, wit and remarkable prose, Gibney renders a beautiful and unflinching account of this rare and intimate view of the world’s most revered profession. 214 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $27.95 $14.95

2736136 PETE ROSE: An American Dilemma. By Kostya Kennedy. Presents a fascinating reexamination of Pete Rose’s life; from his cocky and charismatic early years through his storied playing career to his bitter war against baseball’s hierarchy to the man we find today—a man still adored by many. 342 pages. Sports Illustrated. Pub. at $26.99 $9.55


2775815 WOODY: A Coach’s Life. By Seth Driver. The lucrative and revelatory biographical biography of one of college basketball’s most famous coaches. Woody draws from more than 200 interviews with players, opponents, coaches, and Woody himself to show how hard Wooden strove for success. Interwoven with Wooden’s rise are the stories of the players who powered his championship teams. Photos. 591 pages. Times Books. Pub. at $35.00 $9.55

7604785 A FATHER FIRST: How My Life Became Bigger Than Basketball. By Dwyane Wade with With Hewitt. Recounting his fatherhood journey, the 8-time All-Star for the Miami Heat, begins his story in 2011 with the news that after a long, bitter custody battle, he has been awarded sole custody of his sons. 337 pages. Color photos. 337 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $26.99 $9.55

5252768 TED WILLIAMS, MY FATHER. By Claudia Williams. In this tender and surprising memoir, Claudia, Ted Williams’s last surviving child, recounts her unforgettable years with one of baseball’s brightest stars, offering a rare glimpse inside the Hall of Fame’s life after he hung up his spikes. 16 pages of photos, most color. 307 pages. Eco. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

459567X JUAN MARICHAL: My Journey from the Dominican Republic to Cooperstown. With Lewis. Traces his career from 1960 to 1969, no pitcher won more games than Juan Marichal. In this full account of his life and career, Marichal tells of his experiences growing up on a Dominican farm, where he had to fashion his own baseball equipment, then traveled the full summer journey to MLB. Photos. 272 pages. MVP. Pub. at $25.00 $3.95

3611555 THE LAST COWBOY: A Life of Tom Landry. By Mark Ribowsky. As the coach of football’s most storied era, Landry transformed the sport into the multibillion-dollar mess it is today. Over his career—after his death, this book takes a fresh look at the misunderstood legend, telling us as much about our country’s obsession with football as about Landry himself. 16 pages of photos. 684 pages. Little. Hardcover. Pub. at $18.95 $12.95

4538986 WEST BY WEST: My Charmed, Tormented Life. By Jerry West J. S. Coleman. The frank and deeply affecting autobiography of one of the greatest basketball players and executives of all time—Jerry West. Recounts the difficult road traveled, from an abusive childhood in West Virginia all the way to his record as a player, coach, and General Manager for the Lakers, 16 pages of photos, most color. 338 pages. Little. Brown. Pub. at $27.99 $3.95

5750474 MR. HOCKEY: My Story. By Gordie Howe. Known as Mr. Hockey, Gordie Howe led the Detroit Red Wings to four Stanley Cups and is one of the few hockey players to have made it big and remain a star in different decades. Yet, the man recognized as one of the sport’s greatest all-around players has never told his story in full—until now. 16 pages of photos. 242 pages. Crown. Pub. at $27.95 $14.95

3611055 IMPACT PLAYER. By Bobby Richardson with D. Thomas. Chronicles the life story of the legendary Bobby Richardson—from his early days playing American Legion ball in South Carolina through his storied career with the Yankees and his decision to walk away from the game to pursue a successful career in the book industry. 16 pages of photos, some color. 283 pages. Tyndale House. $2.95

2688212 ORR: My Story. By Bobby Orr. One of the greatest sports figures of all time breaks his silence in a memoir as unique as the man himself. From his rookie year in 1966 through the mid-1970s, Bobby Orr could change a hockey game just by stepping onto the ice. Here he tells all—both the ups and the downs. Photos. 290 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95

5756255 THE WANEE WAY: Playing, Coaching, and My Life in Baseball. By William Randolph. For almost 25 years, Willie Randolph, Allegheny second baseman, World Series champion, and manager, was a part of Yankee lore and mythology. In his memoir, he shares stories from his life in pinstripes, opening up about the team that could not contain the city that molded him. 16 pages of photos. 274 pages. Dry Street. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $3.95


5825768 TED WILLIAMS, MY FATHER. By Claudia Williams. In this tender and surprising memoir, Claudia, Ted Williams’s last surviving child, recounts her unforgettable years with one of baseball’s brightest stars, offering a rare glimpse inside the Hall of Fame’s life after he hung up his spikes. 16 pages of photos, most color. 307 pages. Eco. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $3.95

4538935 TED WILLIAMS, MY FATHER. By Claudia Williams. In this tender and surprising memoir, Claudia, Ted Williams’s last surviving child, recounts her unforgettable years with one of baseball’s brightest stars, offering a rare glimpse inside the Hall of Fame’s life after he hung up his spikes. 16 pages of photos, some in color. 307 pages. Eco. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99 $3.95
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Latino baseball player in the U.S. and of maintaining Christian values in championships, the bosses, the rivalries, and the struggles of being a survivor, love, and baseball. With astonishing candor, Rivera recounts the...
638957 THE FIRE WITHIN. By Jim Taylor with K.S. Clark. A member of four championship teams, Jim Taylor played for the Green Bay Packers under Vince Lombardi, one of the most revered coaches in football history. Here, for the first time, Taylor lays out an unforgettable and often harrowing remembrance of the remarkable journey in his own words. 16 pages of photos. 212 pages. Triumph. Pub. at $24.95


570106 CRAZY TOWN: The Rob Ford Story. By Rohin Doulittle. The Fords have a long, undeniable history of violence, corruption, scandal, and abuse of power. Despite their troubles, they are also one of the most ambitious families in Canada. Comparing themselves to the Kennedys they believe they were born to lead. A page-turning political potboiler, a tale of a troubled man, a formidable family, and a city caught in a jaw-dropping scandal. Photos. 367 pages. Viking. Import. Pub. at $29.95

5781124 JFK: A Photographic Memoir. By Lee Friedlander. Fifty years after JFK’s death, this memoir observes the public’s reaction to the news of his assassination and includes 240 photographs published here for the first time. Friedlander has captured a moment in American history that galvanized the nation and continues to resonate today. 55 pages. Yale. Pub. at $45.00

5745713 BOBBY KENNEDY: The Making of a Liberal Icon. By Larry Tye. Tye draws on unprecedented interviews, unreleased photographs, 58 boxes of papers that had been under lock and key for 40 years, and interviews with RFK intimates, including Bobby’s widow, Ethel and sister, Jean. Baro-knuckle operative, cynical White House insider, Kennedy’s romantic, visionary younger brother—Kennedy was all of these things, and each aspect of his personality emerges in this perceptive biography. Photos. 580 pages. Random. Pub. at $32.00


4561394 EMPIRE: The Mysterious Holding of Huguette Clark and the Spending of a Great American Fortune. By B. Bedman & P. Newell, Jr. Offers a rich mystery of wealth and loss, connecting the Gilded Age opulence of the 19th century with a 21st-century battle over a $300 million inheritance. At its heart is a reclusive heiress so secretive that at the time of her death at age 104, no new photograph of her had been taken in decades. Photos, many in color. 470 pages. Ballantine. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00


1651233 THE FEUD: The Hatfields & McCloys—The True Story. By Dean King. Nearly every American has heard of the Hatfields and the McCloys. Now, drawing on years of research, including those who have discovered of previously lost and ignored evidence and interviews with surviving relatives, King gives us the full, unvarnished tale—one vastly more enthralling than the myth. Book Club Edition. 400 pages. Thomson. Pub. at $18.00

5452598 THE THREE ROOSEVELTS: Patrician Leaders Who Transformed America. By J.M. Burns & S. Dunn, Theodore, Franklin, and Eleanor Roosevelt led America through some of the most turbulent moments in history. This fascinating book details their moments, their events through their eyes, their actions, and their passions as you journey into our nation’s past. 678 pages. Atlantic Monthly. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

576954X AFTER CAMELOT. By J. Randy Taraborrelli. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Based on extensive research, including hundreds of exclusive interviews, Taraborrelli provides a behind-the-scenes look at the nation’s most famous—and controversial—family after JFK’s assassination. Includes chapters on Jackie, Eunice and Sargent Shriver, Edward Kennedy, and others. Book Club Edition. 16 pages of photos. 903 pages. Grand Central. $2.95
This new biography brilliantly brings to life the early years of one of the shy girl who would become Queen Elizabeth II, Prince Philip had a

Amberley. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $16.00

Richard in the context of his times, and assesses the likelihood of other battles? This biography sifts the contemporary evidence, placing the Tower,” as depicted by Shakespeare 100 years after Richard’s death. 1485, against overwhelming odds, his invasion succeeded. Color photos. 222 pages. Amberley. 8x10½. Import. Pub. at $24.95

Carlton. 8x10½. Import. Pub. at $24.95

The creation of Anne Boleyn: A New Look at Henry VIII. Asquith and R.B. Hal dane. Well illus. in color. 387 pages. Weidenfeld & Nicolson. 11x10¼. Import. Pub. at $27.00

HMH. Pub. at $27.00

The last days of Richard III, and the fate of his DNA. By John Ashdown-Hill. The myths that swirl around Richard III come into the light in this gripping study. The author, whose research was instrumental in the discovery of the monarch’s remains, explores and unravels the web of controversy that has engulfed England’s most notorious tyrant. 16 pages of color photos. 222 pages. Amberley. Import. Pub. at $26.95

By John Asquith and R.B. Hal dane. Well illus. in color. 387 pages. Weidenfeld & Nicolson. 11x10¼. Import. Pub. at $27.00

The Queen’s Bed: An Intimate History of Elizabeth’s Court. By John Ashdown-Hill. Whitecoll leads us into the queen’s quarters, where we encounter sex, gossip, conspiracy, and intrigue vividly embodied with the colors, textures, smells, and routines of the court. This revelatory look into the day-to-day lives of courtiers can boast the longest story of a queen laid bare. Color photos. 462 pages. FSG. Pub. at $28.00

SOLD OUT

By Susan Bordo. This

Spiritual Figures & Leaders

SOLD OUT

By Gary Wilkerson with R.S. B. Sawyer. Rural affection and other neglected sources, this biography offers a

3573214 FRIENDSHIP & BETRAYAL: Ambition and the Limits of Loyalty. By Graham Stewart. In this highly original work, Stewart explores the fragility of personal relationships in public life by exploding three remarkable friendships belegued by politics and power: Queen Elizabeth I and Sir Francis Walsingham; Queen Mary and her husband’s second wife, Katherine Carey; and Benjamin Franklin and Joseph Galloway; and H.H. Asquith and R.B. Haldane. Well illus. in color. 387 pages. Weidenfeld & Nicolson. 11x10¼. Import. Pub. at $16.95

KATE: The Future Queen. By Susan Bordo. This


SOLD OUT

3647145 THE CREATION OF ANNE BOLEYN: A New Look at England’s Most Notorious Queen. By Susan Bordo. This groundbreaking revealing and reclaiming of Anne Boleyn’s legacy puts old questions to rest and raises some surprising new ones. Part biography, part cultural history, it offers a fascinating reconstruction of her life and an illuminating look at her afterlife in the popular imagination. Illus. 343 pages. HMH. Pub. at $27.00


3616045 CATHERINE OF ARAGON: The Spanish Queen of Henry VIII. By Giles Tremlett. The author vividly re-creates the life of a giant figure of the 16th century, drawing on his deep knowledge of both Spain and England, as well as previously untapped Spanish sources, Tremlett has produced the first major biography in more than four decades of the tempestuous woman whose marriage to Henry VIII lasted twice as long (24 years) as his five other marriages combined. Color plates. 426 pages. Walker. Pub. at $22.99

3621111 RICHARD III. By David Baldwin. Baldwin overcomes a dearth of letters and personal documents to offer an in-depth study of Richard’s dealings with his contemporaries and of information gleaned from the recent discovery of his skeleton. The resulting volume finally answers the question, “What was Richard III really like?” 16 pages of color photos. 266 pages. Amberley. Paperback Import. Pub. at $12.95

5809996 THE MYTHOLOGY OF RICHARD III. By John Ashdown-Hill. A uniquely detailed exploration of Richard’s last 150 days, avoiding hindsight knowledge of his failure at the Battle of Bosworth to reveal a king actively pursuing his own agenda. It’s a

2761882 THE QUEEN’S BED: An Intimate History of Elizabeth’s Court. By John Ashdown-Hill. Whitecoll leads us into the queen’s quarters, where we encounter sex, gossip, conspiracy, and intrigue vividly embodied with the colors, textures, smells, and routines of the court. This revelatory look into the day-to-day lives of courtiers can boast the longest story of a queen laid bare. Color photos. 462 pages. FSG. Pub. at $28.00

SOLD OUT

2723751 THE LITTLE BOOK OF MARY QUEEN OF SCOTS. By Mickey Mayhew. Tempress, terrorist, or tragic queen, this bright and breezy account will give you the lowdown on Stuart Scotland’s history’s most notorious monarch. Illus. 192 pages. History Press. Import. Pub. at $19.95

4584457 DAVID WILKERSON: The Cross, the Switchblade, and the Man Who Believed. By Gary Wilkerson with R.S. B. Sawyer. Rural affection and other neglected sources, this biography offers a

SOLD OUT

4541713 PRINCE PHILIP: The Turbulent Early Life of the Man Who Married Queen Elizabeth II. By Philip Eade. Before he wooed the shy girl who would become Queen Elizabeth II, Prince Philip had a tumultuous upbringing in Greece, France, Nazi Germany, and Britain. This new biography brilliantly brings to life the early years of one of the most fascinating and beloved members of the royal family. Illus. 347 pages. Holt. Pub. at $28.00

3575595 KATE: The Future Queen. By Katie Nicholl. Offers the most intimate and informative account yet of the much-loved future queen. Nicholl explores the world of the royal couple’s only child, revealing many new stories, including accounts of the very first time Kate met William, her first heartbreak, and uncharted romances. 16 pages of color photos. 354 pages. Holt. Pub. at $25.00

SOLD OUT

By Anna Whitelock. This

35414173 PRINCE PHILIP: The Turbulent Early Life of the Man Who Married Queen Elizabeth II. By Philip Eade. Before he wooed the shy girl who would become Queen Elizabeth II, Prince Philip had a tumultuous upbringing in Greece, France, Nazi Germany, and Britain. This new biography brilliantly brings to life the early years of one of the most fascinating and beloved members of the royal family. Illus. 347 pages. Holt. Pub. at $28.00

5.95
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By Gary Wilkerson with R.S. B. Sawyer. Rural
day-to-day lives of courtiers can boast the longest story of a queen laid bare. Color photos. 462 pages. FSG. Pub. at $28.00

SOLD OUT

By David Bal dwin. The author vividly re-creates the life of a giant figure of the 16th century, drawing on his deep knowledge of both Spain and England, as well as previously untapped Spanish sources, Tremlett has produced the first major biography in more than four decades of the tempestuous woman whose marriage to Henry VIII lasted twice as long (24 years) as his five other marriages combined. Color plates. 426 pages. Walker. Pub. at $22.99

SOLD OUT

By Susan Bordo. This

The creation of Anne Boleyn: A New Look at England’s Most Notorious Queen. By Susan Bordo. This groundbreaking revealing and reclaiming of Anne Boleyn’s legacy puts old questions to rest and raises some surprising new ones. Part biography, part cultural history, it offers a fascinating reconstruction of her life and an illuminating look at her afterlife in the popular imagination. Illus. 343 pages. HMH. Pub. at $27.00

SOLD OUT

3631214 QUEEN ELIZABETH II AND THE ROYAL FAMILY: A Glorious Illustrated History. By Susan Kennedy et al. Including rarely seen family photographs, this is a beautiful guide to the Queen and her relatives, from her Norman ancestors to her grandchildren and great-grandchildren. The engaging and often hilarious anecdotes, assimilation, coronations, weddings, state visits, and more...

By Rain Pryor with C. Crimmings. An intimate, honest, and often hilarious memoir that explores the divided heritage and the forces that shaped a wildly schizophrenic childhood. Lovingly told and painfully frank. It is an unprecedented look at the life of a comedy icon, told by a daughter who both understood the genius and knew the tortured man within. Photos. 210 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

$4.95

LIGHTS & SIRENS: The Education of a Paramedic.

By Lewis Grange. Following the Northridge earthquake, a paramedic calls a typical day at the office. Grange’s story is an in-depth look at the trials and tragedies that paramedic students experience daily, and is ultimately the best part of humanity—people working together to help save a human life. 327 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

$4.95

THE DARK SIDE OF INNOCENCE: Growing Up Bipolar.

By Terri Cheney. Written in episodic chapters that mimic the ups and downs of bipolar depression (hypomania, mania, depression), Cheney’s remarkable chronicle of her painful illness is a gut-churning ride. Book Club Edition. 277 pages. Atria. Paperback.

$2.95

THE HITLER I KNEW: Memoirs of the Third Reich’s Press Chief.

By Otto Dietrich. The author was a 34-year-old journalist when he met Adolf Hitler in 1931. Two years later, he was invited to be Hitler’s press chief. Dietrich accepted with simple unswerving loyalty. As Hitler came to power, he was dedicated to promoting peace and welfare for the German people. Published posthumously, his memoir serves as an intimate guide to life at Hitler’s seat of power. Photos. 280 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.99

$3.95

THE WHISTLEBLOWER: A True Story of Trafficking, Military Contractors, and One Woman’s Fight for Justice.

By Kathryn Bolkovac with C. Lynn. When Nebraska police officer Kathryn Bolkovac was hired by a private military contractor to train Afghan women police in 2005, she had no idea what the job would eventually entail. In time, she thought she had landed the perfect job. She was wrong. At great risk to herself, Kathy unrelieved the ugly truth about of ficers involved in human trafficking and forced prostitution. This is her story. Photos. 240 pages. Palgrave. Pub. at $25.00

$4.95

FIVE WHISKEY: A Memory of War.

By Robert Sweatman. Assigned as a rifleman with a mechanized unit after being drafted in 1969, at the age of 21, Sweatman relates in this biography how ordinary civilian soldiers survived an ordeal set in one of the most turbulent times in American history. 16 pages of color photos. 220 pages. Westminster. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.99

$2.95

THE DIARY OF LENA MUKHINA.

By Elena Mukhina. In May 1941 Lena Mukhina was an ordinary teenage girl, living in Leningrad, worrying about her homework. Always keeping a diary, she recorded her daily life. Copyrights expired in 1941. Hitler broke his non-aggression pact with Stalin and invaded the Soviet Union. Lena’s and her family’s life became a living hell as she continues to record her experiences in this diary. Photos. 391 pages. Macmillan. Paperbound. Pub. at $3.95

$2.95

THE SHALLOWS.

By Jeremy Nagle. When Man moved in with Jim, the man dreams, she had no idea that she was taking on the Dog, her dog’s nightmares. She quickly found herself in a full-on war with her husband’s pet. But as time went on, Mia began to reassess Eddie. As Eddie’s stress grew, Mia realized that the stepdog is just another challenge that blended families must face. Book Club Edition. Photos. 241 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.99

$3.95

SOLD OUT

THE HOUSE OF HOPE AND FEAR: Life in a Big City Hospital.

By Audrey Young. An gripping memoir about the life of a young attending physician in Harborview Medical Center in Seattle. A doctor’s life at a big public hospital is a roller coaster of ecstatic accomplishment, and frustration and burnout. The author relates how challenging it is to do the right thing while faced with limited resources. 242 pages. Sasquatch. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00

$4.95

THE 21,000 MILE JOURNEY.

By Clara Rojas. Born in Austria at the height of World War II, Ingeborg grew up knowing little about the early years of her life. When she came to America in 1957, she was forbidden in her own house, for a reason. 232 pages.

$4.95

SOLD OUT

SOLD OUT
7666691 TO THE END OF HELL: One Woman's Struggle to Survive Cambodia's Khmer Rouge. By Denise Alfonso. In one of the most powerful memoirs of persecution ever written, Denise Alfonso recounts how her country was plunged into an unending reign of terror when the Khmer Rouge seized power in Cambodia. 198 pages. Reportage Press. Paperback Import. Pub. at $15.95 $3.95

4546512 SATAN IS REAL: The Ballad of the Louvin Brothers. By Charlie Louvin with B. Whitmer. The beautiful and tragic saga of the Louvin Brothers, one of the most legendary country duos of all time, is one of America's great untold stories. Here is the epic tale of two brothers bound together by love, hate, alcohol, blood, and music—and separated by godless, divine and demonic. Photos. 232 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $22.99 $5.95

3555569 A FARM DIES ONCE A YEAR. By Arlo Crawford. Presents an intimate, gorgeously observed memoir about family and farming that forms a powerful lesson. Crawford chronicles one full season on a farm to show us how one man builds, sows, and harvests his way into a new understanding of what is necessary to a life well-lived. 258 pages. Holt. Pub. at $25.00 $4.95

5819555 THE TRANＳVЄSTІSTЕ MEMΟRIΑS. By Abbe de Choisy. By a whim of his mother, Francois Timoleon de Choisy—better known as the Abbe de Choisy—was destined from age girl until age 18. He altered a short spell in male attire he believed, by accounts, the classic male transvestite. This study recounts his scandalous and entertaining escapades in late 17th-century France. 142 pages. Peter Owen. Paperback Import. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

5793238 JOE AND ME: An Education in Fishing and Friendship. By James Prosek. When James Prosek was just fifteen, a ranger named Joe took him fishing. The simple act of fishing proved to be the beginning of a life-changing friendship. Joe taught Prosek about the soul of nature and taught him how to be a man. Prosek chronicles Joe's life story and describes the powerful bond that they created. Over 250 color photos. 416 pages. Gallery. Hardcover. Pub. at $27.95 $6.95

5793239 MANCELLE: My Unintentional Career in Retail. By Barbara Delaney. The author recounts her quest—beginning in childhood—to find the truth about the universe and everything else: What’s really going on? Why are we here? 237 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $26.00 $5.95

2737183 COWBOY & WILLS: A Remarkable True Story of a Boy and His Horse. By Thomas Alter. After Alton岖’s 3-year-old son, Cowboy, was diagnosed with a terminal disease that robs young minds of everything they need, the author takes us on an extraordinary journey to find a way to buy a horse for Cowboy. 285 pages. Gallery. Hardcover. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

2737183 COWBOY & WILLS: A Remarkable True Story of a Boy and His Horse. By Thomas Alter. After Alton岖’s 3-year-old son, Cowboy, was diagnosed with a terminal disease that robs young minds of everything they need, the author takes us on an extraordinary journey to find a way to buy a horse for Cowboy. 285 pages. Gallery. Hardcover. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

5775527 MY AMBULANCE EDUCATION: Life & Death on the Streets of the City. By Joseph F. Clark. At 18, Joseph F. Clark joined an ambulance service as a paramedic. For two years, he worked New York City’s most dangerous neighborhoods as an EMT, and encountered a cavalcade of harrowing, poignant, and touching experiences. These stories are detailed here. 254 pages. Firefly. Pub. at $29.95 $9.75

5785551 THE REAL LIFE OF A SURGEON: Candid Stories Along the Path from Student to Veteran Doctor. Ed. by Arthur W. Perry. A fascinating and candid collection of stories from behind the scalpels. From seemingly terminal diagnoses to miraculous recoveries and everything in between, surgeons see us at our most vulnerable, and they have seen it all. 205 pages. Kaplan. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $6.95

5734555 HAMMER HEAD: The Making of a Carpenter. By Nina MacLaughlin. MacLaughlin spent her childhood dreaming of a real desk of her own. Upon graduating from college, she found a job as a courtroom stenographer. To save enough money for a true desk, she land dressed a job as a carpenter’s assistant, despite not knowing anyone with a flathead screwdriver. She describes the joys and frustrations of making things by hand, reveals the challenges and rewards of working in a male-dominated field, and explains how manual labor changed her view of the world. 224 pages. Norton. Pub. at $24.95 $3.95

4550943 STOLEN: Escape from Syria. By Louise Monaghan with Y. Kinsella. A gripping memoir of motherly love. In the middle of one of the world’s worst wars, Syria’s history, Louise Monaghan, was fighting a war of her own. Her ex-husband had abducted their 6-year-old daughter from Cyprus and flown her to Syria, determined to raise her up under Sharia law. 255 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $25.99 $4.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 5815657 NYрD GREEN: A Memoir. By Luke Waters with P. Ryan. Takes you into the thick of the danger and scandal of life as a New York cop, both on and off the beat. Balanced with wit and humor, Waters offers a front-row seat to the bravery, corruption, and greed of the justice system, employing a vivid picture of the city’s colorful characters and a critical look at the system intended to serve and protect. Photos, most color. 273 pages. Touchstone. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95

CD 1855859 LOSING MY MIND: An Intimate Look at Life with Alzheimer’s. By Thomas DeBaggio with Y. Kinella. The first person account of the early onset form of the disease that ravages younger, more alert minds. DeBaggio started writing on the first day of his diagnosis. Abridged. Five hours on 5 CDs. $35.50 $4.95

3557669 MA, I’M GETTING ME SELF A NEW MAMMY: A Memoir of Dublin at the Turn of the 1960s. By Martha Long. After numerous arrests for shoplifting, Martha is sent to the convent where, the judge rules, she is to get an education. Put to battle the growing pressure by the nuns, and mocked by the other children, Martha runs away with a cherished book and must find her own way. Here, Long tells her story. 336 pages. Seven Stories. Pub. at $23.95 $6.95

5750977 BECOMING A MOUNTAIN: Himalayan Journeys in Search of the Sacred and the Sublime. By Jean-Marc Simonon. A first person account of the early onset form of the disease that ravages younger, more alert minds. DeBaggio started writing on the first day of his diagnosis. Abridged. Five hours on 5 CDs. $35.50 $4.95

5708591 MONSIEUR LE VET: My Life with Animals in Rural France. By Sylvain Balateau. Reveals the hidden side of a vet’s work and the rich variety of French rural life. Through his work with animals, Balateau reveals a privileged insight into people who live with them. In order to love animals, you can’t help but love people as well. Funny, poignant, and sometimes bizarre stories from an extraordinary vet. 230 pages. Icon Books. Paperback Import. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

Limited Quantity

Monsieur Le Vet, the Memoir of a Vet in Rural France, offers a unique perspective on life with animals in the French countryside. This memoir provides a profound insight into the relationship between humans and animals, and the challenges faced by vets in rural settings. The author, Sylvain Balateau, shares his experiences working with a diverse range of animals, from farm animals to wild creatures, and highlights the unique bond that can be formed between humans and their animal companions. The memoir is a testament to the love and dedication that one can have for animals, and the impact they have on our lives. The memoir is a must-read for animal lovers and anyone interested in the life of a vet in rural France.
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